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II. Abstract 

The purpose of this written Lhesis is to document my journey. as the 

director, from script to final dress rehearsal; after that the performance belongs to 

the actors and technical crew. During this journey I collaborated with a team of 

designers, artists and a mentor. I opened my mind and my experience to their 

expertise . .leadership and artistic ljceose. ln this documentation is my concept. my 

vision, my he~u-t, and my process step-by-step resulting in the performance that I 

humbly present as my interpretation of Neil LaBute's The Shape of'l11ings. 
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Chapter One: Lnitial Goals and Vision 

The Production 

The Shape <)/'Things was performed Thursday, Friday, and Saturday, September 

20-22. 2012 at 7:30pm and Sunday. September 23, 2012 at 2pm in the Emerson Black 

Box Theatre on the campus of Lindenwood University in St. Charles, MO. Rehearsals 

began Monday. August 20, 2012. The cast included Kelsey Amann as Evelyn. Cassie 

Ballard as Jenny, Josh Wolk as Philip and Bil ly Walkenhorst as Adam. The production 

team was as fo llows: Courtney McDaniel, Stage Manager; Lindsey Conklin, Assistant 

Stage Manager; Tim Poerl.ner. Lighting Director and Designer: Shiori Yamamoto. 

Assistant Lighting Designer; Pippin McGowan, Scenic Designer; Danny Mauk. Sound 

Designer; Donna Northcott, Costume Designer; Louise He1111ann, Costume Shop 

Manager; Jim Koehnle, Technical Director; Krista Tettaton, Props Designer; Drew 

Matney, Sound Crew Head; Dustin Massie. Shop/Rigging Crew I lead; Taylor Palmer, 

Lighting Board Operator; Jacob Van Tuy!, Sound Board Operator; Michelle Wolken. 

Projection Operator; Bre Johnson, Sam Rudoff, Deck Crew; Sierra Henderson and Saki 

Ogushi, Wardrobe. 

The Scrip/ 

The script was written by Neil LaBute in 2001. The story centers around Adam, 

an awkward young college, who meets an attractive graduate art student named Evelyn. 

The two begi11 to date and in doing so. Adam begins to make changes in his physical 

appearance as well as his behavior and personality. The story concerns their relationship 



as it evolves and the effects it bas on their lives and the Uves of Adam's two closest 

friends. Some of the themes addressed in the script are art censorship, society's 

obsession with appearances. artistic responsibility (for the creation), selJ.-love and 

acceptance. morali ty in cosmetic surgery. deception in the name of art. love vs. 

friendship. unfaithfulness. freedom of expression (al the cost to another person), and the 

first Biblical couple. Adam and Eve. 

There are fom characters in this script, the principle one being Evelyn. Evelyn is 

a graduate art student who defines herself entirely by her identity as an artist. She is very 

secretive and dedicated to her thesis project. Evelyn uses manipulation and fear to get 

what she wants. Evelyn is in a relationship with Adam, an awkward English Literature 

major who works two jobs to pay for school as a security guard at the local art museum 

and as an employee of the local video store. Adam doesn't usually "get the girl" and is 

surprised when Evelyn shows interest in bim. He becomes very dedicated to her and is 

willing to do whatever it takes to keep her, despite the protests of his closest friends. 

Philip and Jenny. Adam is so consumed wi th Evelyn that he goes to great lengths-and 

endmes great loss-to keep ber. Then there is Adam's best friend and former roommate, 

Philip. Philip thinks women want him and men want to be him. He is a legend in his 

own mind and is not afraid to share that opinion with anyone who will Listen. Adam and 

Philip have been friends for a very long time and were also once roommates. Philip is 

now engaged to Jenny. a girl that Adam met Grst and had feelings for but lacked Lhe 

courage to act on them. Lastly there is Philip's fiancee, Jenny. Jenny met Adam in a 

college class. There was mutual interest but neither ever acted on their feelings. Jenny 

then met Philip. Philip immediately asked Jenny on a date which eventually lead to lbeir 
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current engagement. The audience secs glimpses of Jenny's attraction to Adam, 

especially as he begins to change his outward appearance. Jenny is a soft-spoken. laid 

back woman who is often mistaken for bein g weak, but when backed into a corner, that 

demeanor disappears and she is a fighter. 

Goals and Vision 

L was introduced to the play by my leading actress, Kelsey Amann, who would go 

on to play the character of Evelyn. To be completely honest, when I read the play the 

first time I was Dot immediately drawn to it: in fact i.t was j ust the opposite. I. strongly 

disliked Evelyn and I thought there was nothi □g redeeming about her at all. l thought the 

character of Adam was pathetic. After all he goes through for Evelyn, giving up 

everything only to have her publicly destroy him; I thought not only the situation but the 

relationships were completely unbelievable. In my mind Philip was not the type of bTUY 

who Adam would be friends with, much less roommates. Kind, sweet, naive Jenny 

would never marry a man li_ke Philip, nor would she be the type of girl to cheat on Philip 

with Adam. Then to top it all off, the ending was awful. or so I thought, in the beginning. 

Because or these tlliJ1gs the script was j ust not believable to me. But as any di rector 

would, I read it again; mainly because I thought I had to have missed something. People 

whose thoughts and opinions r respect told me they loved this sbow, so T must have read 

it wrong the first time. After the second read, I bated it less. So I read it a third time, and 

after the third ti.me I loved that the ending was not a happy one. 

The more I read Lhe script, the more I began to envision what these characters 

looked like and what their back stories were. How did they become intertwined into each 
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other' s lives? Instead of th.inking that this was an unbe lievable script, it became my goal 

to make this script be lievable. How do I convince an audience that the gawky, awkward 

college kid gets the allracLive, edgy art student? What is there about Philip that causes 

Adam to want to be his best friend and Jen11y to marry him? Is he tru ly that charismatic, 

or are they merely desperate for acceptance:? I wanted to explore these complex themes 

whi le aJso developing three dimensional believable. even likable characters. 

After a discussion with my scenic designer, Pippin McGowan. we decided we 

wanted to p ropose this as our thesis project. My general vision was the contrast of a 

sophisticated script against the backdrop of a simple, yet clever, scenic design. l wanted 

the performance to be in-the-round or possibly a thrust stage so the action wou ld be 

intimate: personal and "in your face". I laving as some of our themes art censorship, 

moraJ ity in art, and deception in the name of ru1, our overall vision became m1 but with 

an underlying command ing image. That image was DiVinc i's /litruvian Man (Appendix 

L # 17). I chose this powerful image because Di Vinci drew the Vitruvian Man based on 

the ideal human propo1iions. As far as DiVinc.i was concerned. this was the perfect male 

form. something that Adam was so desperalely trying to achieve at the risk of everything 

and everyone important to him. 

Focusing on the idea of simplic ity, l didn ' t want a traditional set with traditiona l 

furniture pieces; I preferred a 1n inimalistic, fragmented s tyle as I fe lt the script called for 

a non-traditional look with jagged, fragmented staging. Thi.s was something scenic 

designer, Pippin McGowan and I had discussed early on. We had established that her 

design would include s lide projections of actual art pieces. on gigantic screens as scenery. 

The lighting design would give the audience a feel ing of being in a painting both during 
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scenes and blackouts. Art was all around us and we wanted the audience to fee l it. 

P ippin·s idea and our second specific vision came when we discussed the theme of Adam 

and Eve. the first Dibljcal couple. Eve(lyt1) tempting Adam, Jenny being the fo rbidden 

fruit, Evelyn's init ials spelling EAT. We wanted to somehow incorporate the idea of the 

Tree of Good and Evil (Appendix 1, #2 1-24) from Genesis Chapter 2 , that's when Pippin 

suggested the tree projections on the sides of the center projection. Their purpose was 

two-fold, first to show the passage of time with the leaves fal ling and then blooming, and 

second (and more subtle) to be our Tree of Good and Evil. 
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Chapter Two: Research and Character Analysis 

Playwright Research and Olher Works 

Neil La.13ute was born in Detroi.t. Michigan, on Tuesday, March 19, 1963, to 

parents, Marian, a hospital receptionist, and Richard, an over-the-road truck driver. 

Richard was often gone more than he was present and this would later play a role in 

LaBute' s development as a filmmaker. Shortly after his birth the LaBute family, which 

included older brother, Richard, Jr .. uprooted and moved to Liberty Lake, Washington, 

just 15 miles outside Spokane. It was there that LaBute grew up and allended Central 

Valley Higb School and it was there that his love for theatre began (Wood, ed xii). fn a 

YouTube interview with FlLMAKA~ LaBute says that he never had the family Super 8 

camera and was not immediately drawn to film, but gained all or his experience through 

theatre in high school and his community (FlLMAKA). Agai_nst his father 's wishes, 

LaBute worked for a year after higb school at a local movie theatre lo earn money for 

college. I lis father believed in physical labor and wanted LaBute lo work on the family 

farm, whereas bis mother was very supportive of her son's dreams. This was a source of 

tension Lhroughout their marriage and added pressure to an already s!Tessful. relationship. 

LaBute's parents divorced in the mid-90's, something for which LaBute always felt 

responsible. As a result, difficult relationships have been an ongoing theme in his scripts 

(Welch). 

After high school LaBute emoUed at Bringham Young University, being awarded 

an academic scholarship [or non-Latter-day Saints. He had been encouraged to ema il 
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after his Latter-day Saint high school guidance counselor exposed him to thei r fi lm 

school. In 198 1, LaBute joined the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints. His 

Mom1onism has been a subject of curiosity by cri tics and audience members throughout 

his career as much of LaBute's work d irectly contradicts his Mormon beliefs. While at 

BYU. L aBute met wile. Lisa Gore, and fel low student and promising young actor. Aaron 

Eckhart. lt was during tl1is period that La Bute wrote and staged some of his earlier 

works, with Eckhart playing the lead. The BYU administration deemed these works 

unacceptable due to their controversial subject matter and tried to have them banned. A 

few were shut down shortly after thei r premieres, but despite this, he was stil l awarded 

"most promising undergraduate playwright" (Wood. ed x_ii). 

LaBute went o n to receive his MA from the University of Kansas where he met 

actor Paul Rudd who, like Eckhart, would go on to play many lead ing ro les in both 

LaBute's film and stage works. He later pursed a MFA in Dramatic Writing at NYU. 

While at NYU. he studied writing and drama at the Royal Court Theatre in Lo1Jdon 

(Wood, ed xii i). 

1n Robert K. Eider's book, The Film Thal Changed My life: 30 Directors on 

Their Epiphanies in the Dark, LaBule attri butes The S<di Skin directed by Francois 

Truffau l in 1964, as the film tJ1at changed bis life and one of his biggest influences (246). 

As LaBute explained: 

lt exposed me, probably in the earlies t way, to 'Hey, I could do that. ' I've 

never been one to love the camera or even to be as drawn to it as 1 am to 

the human aspect of it , and I think it was a fi lm that speaks i11 a very 

simple way of here's a way that you can tel l a story on film in human 
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terms. It was the kind of film that made me go ' I could do this; I want to 

te ll stories that are like this and told in this way. And so it was altering for 

me i □ that way, in its simplicity or deceptive simpLicity. (248) 

Elder goes on to say that the film was done in what is called a '·1 litchcock cycle" 

as Truffaut was interviewing Hitchcock at the time for a book he would go on to wri te. 

As Tm(faut 's work was influenced by Hitchcock, so in turn LaBute's work was 

influenced by Hitchcock as well. LaBule repLied, "I think the [Hitchcock] influences are 

kind of obvious ... There's the use of unexpected humor, that distinctive second act, where 

it· s almost farcical." (249). 

lo the book, Neil La Bute: A Casebook. Mary Engl ish compares La Bute to a 

"modern Euripides" saying that they both are/were "controversial and cutting-edge 

playwrights" (23). English goes on to say d1at LaBute, like Euripides, likes to provoke 

his audiences, challenging their belief systems as well as their ethical judgments and 

values. After being told of this comparison, La.Bute addresses it in an interview with 

John Tstel saying that there is a "Euripides-esque" influence to bis work but he goes on to 

clarify the distinction between provoking an audience and "agitating their minds, which 

is more difficult and more gratifying" (24). In 1999 La.Bute wrote bash: faller-day plays, 

a trilogy of monologues. which takes the cbaracters of Greek tragedy and recreates them 

inlo modern iteration for U,e American audience. LaBute weaves connotations to 

Euripides' stories throughout his script only to admit later, after the script was written, he 

was in a Euripides phase (24). In a 2005 interview with Rosalynde Welch in Times and 

Seasons. Welch asks if bash is a "three-part modern adaptation of ... Aeschylus' 

Oresteia trilogy?" La.Bute agrees saying it is a mixture of Iphigenia in Orem and Medea 
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Redux, but again. d id not realize it until he was finished writing (Welch). In Lhe same 

i11tcrvicw he attributed Morn1onism as a major influence on his writing, saying that be 

bad been a Mormon longer than he had not, so how could il nol be an influence. LaBute 

credited his varying levels of devotion to the church a major influence i□ and of itself 

(Welch). 

Mru1y of LaBute's works can be placed in the category of" imporlant." but it' s the 

reasoni11g behind them that makes the works dislinct. Filthy Ta!kfor Trouh!ed Times was 

his fu-st commercial play produced. In the Company of Men, his first play to be made 

into a film. won the Association fo r Mormon Letters Award for Drama. In 1997, LaBute 

made the fi lm fo r $25,000 and it won the Filmmakers Trophy at tbe Sundance film 

Festival. nominations and major awards at the Deauville Fi lm Festival. the Independent 

Spirit Awards, the Thessaloniki Film Festival , the Society of Texas Film Critics Awards 

and the New York Film Cri lics Circle (Wood, ed x iii). This play also spru'ked the idea for 

a later work. The Shape of Things. In an in1erview. LaBute was asked if Company could 

be done with two female leads instead of male. La Bute d id not bel.ieve that it would 

work unless it was two me□ and a woman with the woman as the manipulator of the men; 

that sparked the initial idea fo r Shape (Wil liams). 

Shape went on to become a fi lm, and since then, s ix more LaBute plays have been 

turned into fi lms. Reasons Lo Be Prelly was LaBute' s first play to be staged on 

Broadway and nominated for several Tony and Drama Desk Awards. Generally, a 

theatre is classified as a Broadway Tbeatre if it is geographically between 41 st Street and 

54th Street and between Sixth ru1d Eighth Ave, and has a minimum of 499 seats, 

however, there are a lways exceptions to the rule. Broadway Theatres are also main ly 
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commercial theatres. Off-Broadway Theatres have less than 499 seats and more than 99 

seats and/or are outside the geographical Broadway area. An Off-Off-Broadway Theatre 

generally has less thall I 00 seats. Most Off-Broadway Theatres arc also non-profit 

(www.newyorktheatreguide.com). His play bash: Lafler-day plays grabbed the attention 

of the Mormon Church and he was asked to stop writing Mormon characters. LaBute 

complied, but was still disfellowecl from the Mormon Church as a result. Mercy Seat was 

his first semj-political play and was written in response to the attacks of 9/1 l. In 2004 

Seconds of Pleasure was published. It is the first published collection of LaBute·s short 

stories. 

Neil LaBute is considered a controversial and ·'edgy" playwright who has built a 

successful career based on this avant-garde style. This is evident in bash: falter-day 

plays, which concerns his experience with the Mom1on Church and its members. LaBute 

is not easily unsettled. In an interview with The Independent. be recalls a time when In 

the Company <~f Men was being perfo rmed and a main character was delivering a 

homophobic monologue. An auclience member stood up and shouted. "Kill the 

playwright!" LaBute's response was that he was thrilled that someone was paying 

attention and eveD more that it moved them enough to cause an outward display 

(Romney). He is not one to take himself too seriously or to be bothered with fame. Nev 

Pierce from BBC.com asked if he sits back and thinks, " I 'm Nei l LaBute." LaBute's 

response was .. No. T say, ·rm Neil LaBute,' but I think of it with very little import. I 

constantly feel the need to, not to prove myse1£~ but just to keep working ... I'm just happy 

to be doing what I always wanted to do'' (Pierce). 



After watching several interviews. listening to podcasts and even viewil1g a 

lecture series from Neil LaBute I see him as an anomaly. He has no desire to draw 

attention to himself, but only to continue to create reputable work. LaButc is unshaken 

by the situations of his life taking a troubled childhood and earl y adult life and turning 

them into masterpieces. highlighting complicated adult relai ionships. The world is his 

mentor, :fron1 church influences to Greek playwrights and even David Mamet (Wood, ed 

66). LaBute has produced very provocative work and makes no apologies for it. As a 

result, his audiences and critics invite him Lo lecture, guide and instruct others to do U1e 

same. 

LaBute's films i.nclude In the Company ofMen ( 1997), Your Friends· & 

Neighbors (1998), Tumble (Sundance shorl - narrated by Neil LaBute - 2000). Nurse 

Belly (2000), bash: /al/er-day plays (2001) (TV). Possession (2002), The Shape of 

Things (2003), The Wicker Man (2006), Lakeview Terrace (2008), Death al a 

Funeral (20 I 0), Sexting (20 IO short), Seconds of Pleasure (pre-production). His plays 

include Filthy Talk For Troubled Times (1989). In the Company ofMen (1992), bash: 

/al/er-day plays ( 1999), The Shape of Things (2001). 111e Distance From Here (2002), 

The Mercy Seat (2002). Aurobahn (2003), Fa/ Pig (2004), This ls How II Goes (2005), 

Some Girl (s) (2005), Wrecks (2005), In A Dark Dark I louse (2007), reasons to be 

pretty (2008). Heller Skelter/land of the Dead (2008), The Break of Noon (2009), The 

New Teslamenr (2009), Some White Chick (2009). The Purple Marmoset (2009), The 

Furies (2009), and In a Forest. Dark and Deep (201 1) (www.wikipedia.org). 
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Produclion Histo1y 

The Shape ofThings premi.ered at Almeida at l(jng's Cross, London, England 

opening May 30, 200 I and ran through June 23, 200 I. The cast included Gretchen 

Mol (Jenny). Paul Rudd (Adam). Rachel Weisz (Evelyn), and rrederick Weller (Philip). 

The production was directed by Neil La Bute himself and the designers were as fo llows: 

Set Design: Giles Cadle; Costume Design: Lynette Meyer; Sound Design: Fergus O'l lare; 

Lighting Design: Mark Henderson. LaBute was nominated for the 200 I London Evening 

Standard Theatre Award for Best Play. 

The first Off-Broadway production was performed at Promenade Theatre, 2162 

Broadway (at 76111 Street) New York, New York, a 398 seat theatre. opening October 10. 

200 I and ran through January 6, 2002. The cast included Gretchen Mo! (Jenny), Paul 

Rudd (Adam), Rachel Weisz (Evelyn), and Frederick Weller (Philip). Again, Neil 

LaBute directed and the designers were as follows: Set Designer: Giles Cadle; Costume 

Design: Lynette Meyer; Sound Design: Fergus o·Hare; Lighting Design: James 

Vermeulen. Frederick Weller received an Outstanding Featured Actor nomination from 

Tbe Lortels, 2002; Gretchen Mui received an Outstanding Featured Actress nomination 

from The Lo,tels, 2002 and a Theatre World Award winner in 2002 for her performance; 

Neil LaBute received a Drama Desk Award nomination in 2001 for Outstanding Play. 

World of the Play 

The world of this play takes place in a conservati ve, sleepy college town j ust 

outside of Omaha, NE. The town is full of God-fearing people that are offended by 

brazen artwork. They are people of action, however. and afier a town petition, the 
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a11work is censored. Claskson College is located in this town and has a progressive art 

department that has attracted Evelyn Thompson. Evelyn is edgier than the townspeople 

are accustomed to in their daily lives. This script takes place over eighteen weeks. 

beguming in January and running tlu·ough May. Having the world or 1.his play take place 

outside or Omaha, both the Winter and Spr1ng seasons ru·e experi enced throughout the 

show. 

Analysis and Perceprions o(the Script 

Evelyn refers to her attendance at Clarkson College. which is located on U1e 

outski rts of Omaha (Shape 117). The characters all describe the town as a '·small town" 

or "a little college town" (33, 34, 58, 118). The town is conservati ve, evidence by the 

naked statue being covered with a pastie (9). The town is also run democratically. hence 

Lhe townspeople circulating a petition to have the stat11e covered. The idea of religion is 

existent from Evelyn's comment. •'it' s suppose to be a ·god,' you know ... that' s what 

really pissed 'em off' (9). Jenny states that every time she and Philip want to see a new 

movie they have to drive to town (91). Tbi.s statem~nt further supports U1al the play takes 

place in a small town. 

Adam and Philip arc former roommates (28). Jenny met Adam in a class and now 

Jenny is Phjlip 's fiancec (25, 29). Evelyn met Adam wh:ile trying to deface a naked 

statue at the museum where he works and Adam introduced Evelyn lo Philjp and Jellny 

(l -5, 25). 

Adam works two jobs: Lhe museum and a video store (1-2, 4). It is evident he is 

middle-to-lower class. due to his need for two jobs student loans to go to school (11). 
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However. by the end of the play he is able to purchase an engagement ring fo r Evelyn 

( 11 7). Adam is seldom noticed by members of the opposite sex and until Evelyn's 

changes lo bim he was rarely noticed by anyone (39, 128). Evelyn is an art student (10). 

Her art work is exceptional enough that the university has granted ber a fu ll scholarship 

(34). Evelyn feels no remorse or guilt fo r a ny of her choices regarding Adam and is at a 

complete loss as to why be is so angry and hurt ( 122. 126). Philip is an undergrad student 

that makes enough money to go to school and live o n bjs own (30, 36). He is having 

second thoughts about rus marriage to Jenny and thus is re lived when the engagement 

fall s apart (114). Philip is not someone to be perceived as ·sweet; even Jenny doesn't 

think so (48). Philip has a history of infidel ity witb Jenny (48-49). JeDny is a student 

(29). She stays w ith Philip even though she knows of his infidelities (48-49). Jenny has 

feel ings for and kisses Adam despite her engagement to Ph ilip (56-57). 

Adam is in love with Evelyn ( I 10). Adam and Philip are friends and former 

roommates but Adam thinks that Philip is an idiot and annoying at times (28, 73-75). 

Adam thinks Jenny is amazing and too good fo r Philip (50-51 ). Evelyn thinks of Adam 

as her creation. her art (120). She th inks Philip is obnoxious and a prick (34, 37). Evelyn 

is threatened by Jenny and her relatio nship w ith Adam ( I 00-105). Philip thinks Adam 

has Lurned into Evelyn' s lap dog (37). He a lso starts o ut thinking Evelyn is a biLch, but 

later te lls Jenny lhaL Adam could do worse (37, 52). Philip thinks Jem1y is a good kjsser 

but that they are too young to get married (79. 81 ). Jenny has had a crush on Adam for 

three years (57). She is in awe of the positive changes Lhat E velyn has brought to Adam' s 

life (55). Jenny says she loves Philip (48-49). Adam is the protagonist. Evelyn is the 

antagonist. 
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Adam sees himself as a " nobod!y," but has always been content with that 

notion (23 ,124). Evelyn sees herself as an a rtist and only that ( 122). Philip th inks that 

his good-looks make up fo r his mul tinide of personal ity llaws and that he's qu ite the 

'"ladies man" (29, 75). Jenny sees herself as j ust a n average girl. She doesn ' t think she is 

exceptionally smart, or artsy or cool, j ust average, and for her that is li ne (106). 

The play begins January 9th, the fifth day of winter semester (119). Scene I: 

January 9th, the fifth day of winter semeste r (J 19). Scene 2: Adam and Evelyn allude to 

the fact it has been a few weeks. Adam has been on bis exercise routine and Evelyn, Phil 

and Jenny are all noticing a change. Furthermore. Evelyn comments that Adam's ha ir is 

longer (16. 25). Scene 3: Philip mentions that he, Jeru1y, Evelyn and Adam have all been 

on a few double dates and by this time, it is a week or two after scene two (35). Scene 6: 

lt's I 0: t 5am on a Wednesday (59). Scene 7: Philip tel ls Adam he saw Evelyn the week 

before and she explained that Ada m had recently had a ' ·procedure·· done; his rhinoplasty 

takes place i □ the previous scene (76). Scene 8: Evelyn says her art showing is in a 

couple of weeks, but she j ust saw Philjp a few days ago, referenc ing the same meeting 

that Phil ip mentioned in scene seven, concluding tbat scene e ight is just about a day after 

scene seven (90. IO I). Scene 9: Evelyn states in her presentation that il has been eighteen 

weeks since she first began her human sculpture (1 18). Evelyn references the television 

show Kung Fu which ran from 1972-75, thus the play takes place after this lime period 

( 13). Philip and Je1rny both reference their wedding plans. This supports the idea that this 

is a modern time that recognizes marriage both socially and politically (26, 27). Adam 

casually uses the term ·gay" as slang. thus t he world of this play is in a modern Lime 

where the s lang term ' 'gay" is customary an d homosexual ity is comm onplace (5 1 ). The 
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term 'god' is used as s lang througho ut the script showing more evidence thal this play is 

taking place in a more modern time period that is liberal in the obscenities. Adam gets a 

rhinoplasty; cosmetic surgery is common enough in thjs town that it has its own plastic 

surgeon (59). Philip calls Evelyn the .. a,1ist formerly known as Evelyn," a reference to 

U1e ai1ist. Prince. who changed his name to a symbol in 1993. Thus, U1e setting is post 

1993. 

The meaning of the title, The Shape of Things, comes from a line in the script. 

Evelyn is presenting her thesis project, Adam, i11 scene nine of tbe play. She expla ins 

that Adam's transfomrntion from geek to cbic is a ·'Living, breatlung example of our 

[society' s] obsession wi.th the sw-face of things, the shape of them" (121 ). Both of 

LaBute' s works. Company of Men and Shape tell the s tory of an individual who uses 

seduction and flattery to build a false relationship with ru1 unsuspecting victim. In Lhe 

end, both victims are devastated by the truth, while the predator shows no remorse. 

These works both support the philosophical theme of Shape. T he theme being that we 

are all victims or s laves at some point in om lives. Adam is obviously a victim (slave) to 

Evelyn, Jenny a victim (slave) to her feelings for Adam, Philip a victim (slave) to lus 

insecurities and Eve lyn a v ictim (slave) to her art and the lengths she wi ll go for it. 

Symbolism played a large part in my analysis and interpretation of the script. 1t 

also became the foundation of ilie direction l decided to take. T he following have been 

the most influential examples of symbolism: Adam: for Evelyn. Adam is symbolic of tJ1e 

perfect sculpture or arl project. She took a Jump of clay (Adam) and molded it into a 

work of art with her words a11d actions. Evelyn states during her thesis presentation, 

"Now, my work will fade. to be sure. Like chipping marble or crazing paint...buL fo r tlus 
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one glorious moment, it is perfect. As perfect as I made it..." Adam and Evelyn: Adam 

and Evelyn arc symbolic of the Biblical first couple, Adam and Eve, and Like Adam and 

Eve, the woman deceives the man. Eve is the first to eat the forbidden fruit in the Garden 

of Eden, much like Evelyn is the first lo cross Lhe rope in tbe museum to deface U1e 

sculpture. Jenny: Jenny is symbolic of the forbidden fruit. Not only did Adam miss his 

chance with Jenny when tbey first met, but she is now engaged to his best friend. 

Adam's Corduroy Jacket: Adam' s jacket is symbolic of Adam·s life before Evelyn, 

mainly l,js friendship with Philip. For this reason, Philip gets very upset when the jacket 

is tossed aside without a thought. Philip is part of Adam' s o ld li fe and fears he too wil l 

be thoughtlessly tossed aside in the same way. 

Within my scene work, l found that dissecting the action of the play into four 

separate events helped me to understand the action better. Every minor action in this 

show is a direct result of one of the following four events: the lnitial Event, the Lnciting 

Incident. the Central Event, and Lbe Main Event. The irulial event, or begiJ111iJ1g action, is 

Evelyn. an art student, on the brink of defacing a statue in a local museum when Adam, 

the security guard, intervenes resulting in their meeting and Adam asking Evelyn out. 

The incitiJ1g incident, or the beginnjng confl ict, is Evelyn 's a ltercation with Philip. 

Adam·s best friend, resulting in tension and distance between Adam and Philip. The 

centrnl event is Evelyn's thesis presentation. duru1g which she reveals that ber 

relationship with Adam has been a facade. She admits she never had fee lings fo r him but 

instead used him as her thesis project. Finally the main event, or last action of the 

production, is Adam's realization that he has sacrificed everything for a relationship that 

never existed in reality. 
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I fotmd that dividing the script by scenes and then assigning a tempo to the action 

of the individual scene, gave it character. The tempo also acted as a method of 

accountability to the actors and me. We all knew exactly what pace we needed Lo 

acbjeve. Furthermore. the scene tempo acted as a guide fo r the actors' individual tempos. 

Every tempo is a direct result of one of the four separate events. This further allowed me 

to tmderstand the action and find its motivation. Within that context, I also assigned each 

character a tempo which served two purposes: U1e first is that the tempo was something 

each actor could identify with. For example, Phi lip is a high-strung individual who 

continual ly runs at a tempo of seven. Josh, the actor playing Philip, could visuali ze what 

that seven would look li ke and connect that with Philip. As a result, it was a he lpful tool 

to both my actors and me with developing tJ1eir character analyses and the ir objectives. 

Later, dw-ing the rehearsal process, I discovered my second reaso1ung for the tempos, if 

an actor did not understand the motivation behind a specific emotion or action I could 

just say for exampl.e that in this scene Philip wotdd be fee ling a two and ask Josh fo r the 

motivation behind the drastic difference from his normal tempo. 

Scene Tempos 

Scene I: Musetun; this scene starts at a li ve, even keeled, as Adam and Evelyn are 

meeting for the firs t lime. It then bumps to a s ix when Adam realizes Eve lyn is going to 

deface the statue and she is not backing down. The scene finishes off at a six when 

Evelyn spray paints her phone number on Adam' s jacket. 

Scene 2: Restaurant Lobby; this scene starts at a five; Adam and Evelyn are 

j ust chatting as they await Philip and Jenny. It the n bumps to a s ix by Philip and Jenny's 
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arrival as they all introduce themselves and finishes off at a six with Philip and Jenny 

noticing the changes in Adam. 

Scene 3: Philip's Living Room; Lbis scene starts at a seven as Phi lip is 

explaining the underwater wedding to Adam and Evelyn, but slows to a fi ve when it's 

said that Philip took Jenny from Adam. From that point, the tempo slowly rises to a 

seven as Evelyn and Philip begin to argue, then to an eight/nine as the argument 

continues and the scene stops abruptly. 

Scene 4: Bedroom; this scene is a slow and steady four as it takes place with 

Adam and Evelyn in bed, but spikes to a quick six when Adam brings up Evelyn and 

Philip's prior argument, then returns to a four. 

Scene 5: Park; this scene is again starting at a five, but slows lo a four when 

Jeru1y brings up Phi lip's possible infideli ty. Tl picks up to a six/seven as Adam begins to 

"come clean" to Jenny as she tells Adam how much he's changed for the belier. II stays 

at a six for Adam and Jenny's kiss and decreases to a five as they go off together. 

Scene 6: Doctor's Lounge; this scene alternates from a five to a seven 

throughout as Adam goes from being calm lo slightly nervous about the surgery and 

Evelyn uses different tactics to sooth him, including sex in the men·s room, which ends 

the scene at a six. 

Scene 7: Lawn/ Park; th.is scene begins at a six when Adam and Phi lip meet 

and Philip is grilling Adam about the bandage on his nose. ft bumps to a seven as Pl1i lip 

tells Adam he ran into Evelyn and she told him about a "procedure" that Adam had had 

done. It continues at a seven when Philip tell s Adam he knows about his kiss with Jenny 
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and heightens to an eight as Philip talks about all of Adam's changes including his 

unbitten nails and jacket. The scene ends abruptly at an eight. 

Scene 8: Coffee Shop: this scene stays at a very coo1rolled -five unri l, towards 

the end, Jenny comes back to the table Lo apologize to Evelyn. then il jumps lo a seven. lL 

stays at seven until Evelyn's speech about what she deserves to know. Then it drops 

back to a controlled five and it slows to a three as Evelyn asks Adam to give up his 

friends and he agrees. 

Scene 9: Auditorium; this scene starts at a four as PhiJip and Adam see each 

other for the first time in a few weeks and Philip confronts him about Adam avoiding 

him. It continues at a four until Evelyn starts her presentation and it jumps to a controlled 

six where it stays until the last paragraph of Evelyn's monologue where the tcrnpo slows 

to a four as Evelyn says she has no remorse for what she has done. 

Scene 10: Exhibition Gallery; the scene starts at a four with Adam and Evelyn 

trying to talk without being awkward. Then it jumps to a quick six in the middle of page 

124 when Adam starts lo gel angTy. As the conversation continues, the tempo grows to 

an eight and drops to a five when Evelyn of fers to return all of Adam's Lhings alter sbe is 

graded. With Adam·s speech on arl, it jumps to a quick seven and then drops to a five for 

the duration of the scene until the end. 

Character Tempos 

Adam: Adam's inner tempo is almost a mirror of Jenny. He is consistently at 

a fi ve. but under the stress of confrontation his tempo will increase lo a six or seven, for 

example, when he kisses Jenny and Evelyn finds out. 1-fjs tempo aJso changes under Lhe 
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influence of Evelyn. When Evelyn co1ifronts Jenny at the coffee shop, she (Evelyn) is 

able lo keep the tempo at a very controlled fi ve, which Adam fo llows. Then when Adam 

is in bed wilh Evelyn. his tempo fa lls to a four at ber lead. 

Evelyn: Evelyn's inner tempo nms at a median five. It will increase to a six or 

seven in conflict. such as the confrontation with Jenny or Phi lip, but it is always a very 

controlled increase. Evelyn's tempo is very controlled whelher increasing, or decreasing 

to a four, such as the bedroom scene with Adam. 

Phi li p: Phi lip·s inner tempo bounces between a six and a seven. A few times. 

like when he is interrogating Adam about h.is nose job and his kiss with Jenny, it runs 

more at a seven. He even gets up to an eight when he has llis confrontation with Evelyn 

and the defacing of the statue. 

Jenny: Jenny's inner lern po is almost consistently a ·five. She is very even

keeled and level-headed, which is in contrast to her counterpa11. Phi lip. Jenny's tempo 

increases to a six when she k.isses Adam and then later to a seven when Evelyn fi nds out 

about the kiss and confronts her at the coffee shop. 

Scene Mood\· 

ln scene ooe the mood is vast, empty, hushed. reserved, and suffocating. 

Scene two becomes anxious, apprehensive, rigid. prickJy and shallow. Scene three is 

bustling, quirky, awkward, hostiJe aod exposed. Scene four is warm, protected, secure, 

orange and green. Scene five is pink, enthusiastic, twitter-pated. nanered and soft. 

Scene six is white, bland. stark, sterile, suggestive and titillating. While scene seven is 

sarcastic, yellow, reckless, smug, deceptive and reconciled. Scene eight is bitter. stingy. 
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sweet, accusatory. bollow and blue. Scene nine is abandoned. alone. detached. depleted 

and lavender. Finally, scene ten is angry. abandoned, carefree, bewi ldered and red. 

Dialogue 

Dialogu e played a large part in my analysis and perception into the world or 

this script. Lt played a major role in the development of the personali ty of the scri pt and 

its characters. The diaJogue in this script is realistic lhrougbout. Lallute makes use of 

s.lang as well as profanity for al l four characters; it's peppered throughout the dialogue. 

The sound is both short and choppy for arguments. and long and fluid fo r conversation. 

In the final scene, Evelyn has a five- page monologue that a lternates between a rant and a 

confess ion. 

Tbe sentence s tructure of thjs script has two djstinct styles. The first is longer, 

flowing back and forth in a comfortable. conversational s ty le. LaBute uses it fo r 

conversations between Adam and Jenny, Adam and Philip and Philip and Jenny. It is 

apparent, from this style throughout the script, that these three characters have been 

friends for a few years and are comfortable interacting witb each other. Evelyn a lso uses 

this style in the presentation scene wben she deli vers her finaJ monologue. T he second 

structure style consists of short, choppy sentences. LaBute uses this style lo single out 

Evelyn as an outsider. She is the new addition to this group of friends. Her dia logue with 

each of the other characters is short. choppy and aggressive with the exception of the 

presentation scene and her bedJOom scene with Adam, when her sentences are long. 

flowing and co□versationaJ. Adam, Philip and Jeru1y all use the short, choppy style as 

well, but only when arguing with each other or Evelyn. 
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This script is a combination ofrhythmic lines that Dow back and forth in 

conversational style due to the close friendship of Adam, Philip and Jenny. This 

conversational style shows the comfort level of the group. In contrast, there are the short, 

choppy and aggressive lines deli vered by Evelyn. I believe LaBute wri tes her this way 

for two reasons; first. to separate her from the group. showing her as an outsider. The 

second is to highl ight her blatant honesty towards the group. Evelyn is very direct and 

forthright in her responses lo Philip and Jenny, which is literary irony at its best in the 

face of the GnaJe. Sbe does not mince words; she speaks her mind, as does Phi Lip. 

Adam, Philip and Jenny all use these short, choppy lines as well, but only when arguing 

witb Evelyn or amongst each other. Evelyn's sentence structure does change into a 

flowing conversational sty le twice within the script. The firs t change happens in scene 

fom, the bedroom, when Evelyn and Adam are in bed together and a second time occurs 

when she and Adam are in the plastic surgeon's oflice. In both occurrences Evelyn uses 

this structure to manipulate Adam whi le persuading him that her ideas are his. She later 

uses the same Oowing sentence structure during her revelation in the tinale presentation. 

At this time, she uses the fluid style to justify her actions through a five-page monologue. 

In this script, LaBute does not use capitalization. Every line is written with lower 

case lettering and he uses the ellipsis often. Many of his lines end in elljpses, but also be 

uses it frequently in his longer paragraphs in place of a pause. In some of the short, 

choppy sentences, LaBute will substitute a slash (/) i.n place of a comma or a period. 

Moreove,r in the author's notes at the beginning of the play, it is said that LaBute often 

uses the slash in specific lines to denote characters interrupting or overlapping each other. 
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The example of verbiage is as follows; all definitions were found at 

,w.,-w.dictionary .com: 

I . Picture of Dorian Gray: The Picture of Dorian Gray is the only published novel 

by Oscar Wilde, appearing as the lead story in Lippi11cott's Monthly Magazine on 

20 June 1890. printed as the July I 890 issue of this magazine. 

2. Cabaret: Cabaret is a ] 972 musical fi lm directed by Bob Fosse and starring 

Liza Minnelli, Michael York and Joel Grey. 

3. Dirty Dancing: Dirty Dancing is a I 987 American romance fi lm, written by 

Eleanor Bergstein and di rected by Emile Ardolino, the fi lm features Patrick 

Swayze and Jennifer Grey. daughter of Joel Grey. 

4. Aesthetic: pertaining to a sense or the beautiful 

5. Fornecclli: an artist La Bute created as the creator of the sculpture Evelyn is 

prepari ng to deface in the opening scene. 

6. Kung Fu: (1 972- 1975) is an American television series that starred David 

Carrad ine. 

7. Henry Higgins: the main character in both George Bernard Shaw·s Pygmalion 

and Alan Jay Lerner's My Fair Lady. 

8. Take Back the Night Ra lly: (also known as Reclaim the Night) is an 

internationally he ld march and rally intended as a protest and direct action 

against rape and other forms of sexual violence. 

9. Gallant: ( of a person or their behavior) brave; heroic. 

I 0. Acronym: a word formed from the initial letters or groups ofletters of words in 

a set phrase or series of words 
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11. Sadist: is the deri vation of pleasure as a result of inflicting pain or watching pain 

infl icted on others. 

12. Quadrophenia: is a 1979 British fi lm, loosely based around the 1973 rock opera 

of the same name by The Who. 

13. Charles Dickens: Charles John Huffam Dickens was an Engl ish wri ter and 

social critic who is generally regarded as the greatest novelist of t11e Victorian 

period and the creator of some of the world's most memorable fictional 

characters. 

14. Metamorphosis: is a short story by franz Kafka, fi rst published in 1915. 

15. Frankenstein: or, The Modern Prometheus is a novel written by Mary Shelley 

about a creature produced by an unmthodox scientific experiment. 

16. Little House on the Prairie: is an American Western drama television series 

about a family living on a farm in Walnut Grove, Minnesota, in the I 870s and 

1880s. 

17. Apropos: ( I) fitting; at the right time; to the purpose; opportunely. (2) Obsolete. 

By the way. 

18. Ambiguity: ( I) doubtrulness or uncertainty of meanfog or intention: to speak 

with ambiguity; an ambiguity of manner (2) an unclear, indefinite, or equivocal 

word 

19. Gregor Samsa: the main character of Franz Kafka's short story The 

Metamorphosis. 
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20. Picasso: Pablo Ruiz y Picasso, known as Pablo Picasso, was a Spanish painter, 

sculptor, printmaker, ceramicist, and stage designer who spent most of his adult 

life in France. 

21. Ritalin: is a psychostimulant drug approved for treatment of ADHD or attention

deficit hyperactivity disorder. 

22. Conjugal Visit: is a scheduled period in which an inmate of a priso11 is permitted 

to spend several hours or days in private with a visitor, usually their legal spouse. 

23. Query: a question; an inquiry 

24. Manifesto: a written public declaration of the intentions. motives. or views of the 

issuer, be it an individual, group, political party or government 

25. Anarchy : used lo refer lo a society without a publicly enforced government or 

violently enforced political authority 

The choice of words LaBute uses is a character in and of itsel[ The 

difference between Adam's literary references versus Evelyn's television relerences 

speaks to their upbringing. their ages, and their u1terests. Jenny's use of the word 

"acronym" shows some level of education; whereas Philip"s continual use of sl.rng and 

profanity shows a more limited vocabulary. Nol only does LaBute develop his characters 

through theu· dialogue but he uses the dialogue to express and define them as wel I. 
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Chapter Three: Directorial Ideas and Methods 

Directorial Afelhocl\· 

Ln my experience, understanding and analyzing the act ion of a scene is every hit 

as important as any other part of the process. J break the scene down and analyze the 

tempo of the scene, and of tbe actors in the scene, and t hen the mood. Once I understand 

these key characterist ics, I can better communicate wi th my actors what I am looking for 

and I can more clearly direct them. 

As the director, I see rny role in two very different ways; each role is defined by 

where I am in my rehearsal and collaboration process. The principle role of the director 

is one who guides. In rehearsals, I strive fo,r the process to be as natural and organic as 

possible. Jfl am dictating every move my actor makes at every specific line, in my 

experience, it comes across as forced and robotic. Lt looks predetermined and doesn' t 

resemble real life doesn't happen that way. Other directors may disai::,rree with me, but l 

do not pre-block. I like to walk into rehearsal with an idea of where I am going, but 

retaining an open mind as to what my actors are bringing lo the table and their 

interpretations. I li ke lo allow my actors to run a scene first with them deciding on which 

movements feel most natural based on their character's objective, lheir analysis work, 

and what feels organic to them in that momenl. 1 always lell my actors that I am there to 

gujde the action and character choices they bring and I am open to their suggestions and 

interpretations. 

I Lake a similar approach with my des.i gners and production team. I have ideas 

going into the process, but I am always open to their input; if they know bow to do 

something more efficiently or have a better design idea. I welcome their suggestions. 
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More often than not, my desibrn team bas much more experience than 1 do and they are 

specialists in their field. I will take advice from a speciali st any day; in no way do I 

believe I know everythtng or that my way is the best way. 

On the other hand, however. my second role as director is the decision maker. 

Th.is role comes into play about half way througb the rehearsal process, once the actors 

have had the opportunity to experiment with different motivations, tactics and 

interpretations. As mentioned before, I am always open to collaboration with my 

designers and actors. l have a very laidback, open-minded directing style while still in 

the development process. but once that has taken place and ··crunch time" begins. I make 

the final decisions. 

Directorial Ideas 

My greatest desi re for this production is that the audience leaves the theatre with 

a feeling of betrayal. The audience has bought into the story, the relationships and the 

characters; they identified with some or al l of the performance and can bring it into the is 

own lives. To allow th is reaction to happen, the action must be the main focus of the 

performance and all others aspects need to support and point to that main focus. 

Due to the complexity of the multiple settings and the nature of the play, l saw a 

minimal setting with a bit of Dair. The set, props, and sound are all minimalist in style so 

that the projections and lighting will add the flair. To further support t his, I imagine this 

production being performed in the round. I loved the idea of the freedom that comes with 

performing in the round and the intimacy with the audience. I had imagined that with the 

demands of this production. lbe vignette-style scenes and the small cast it would 
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transition nicely. However, after some careful consideration and thoug ht as how to stage 

climatic scenes, such as the finale, in the round. it was suggested to me to try a thrnst 

stage instead. After considering the logisLics, the script fit mucb better in this 

configuratio n. W e would retain lbe intimate feel and freedom white allowing for a 

backstage lhat made the technical aspects much m ore Ouid. 

M y v is ion is lo focus o n the various contrasting re lationships and their 

development throughout the script; the genuine warmth of Adam and Jenny ' s rela tionship 

(Appendix l, #5-8) versus the coerced, imitatio n warmth of Adam's relationship with 

Evelyn and Jenny's relationshjp with Philip (Appendix 1, # 1-4). 1 would like the feel ing 

of loneliness that Evelyn and Adam share (Appendix r. # 18-20) Lo mirror the relatio nship 

between Philip and Jenny. Phi lip and Adam share feelings of anger and distrust towards 

each other (Appendix I,# 1-4). To do this, I would like to use the lighting, possibly 

spotlights, but also staging, character development and possibly light music. Most 

importantly l11e transiti ons need to be subtle; the aud ience wi ll only notice them 

subconsciously. 

I' d like rich, warm lighti.ng for the scenes that are between Adam and Jenny 

(Appendix 1, #5-8); co lder, stark tones for interactio ns between the other characters 

(Appendix l, # 1-4) . I do want the moods to be very different, however, I wou ld like them 

to be subtle. just eno ugh for an unconscious sh ift but not enough to be a d istraction. 

Adam' s relationship with Evelyn should sta rt with warm lighting tones (Appendi x t. #5-

8) and s lowly get cooler (Appendix L # 1-4), and j ust the opposite with Adam and Jenny's 

relatio nship. T would like Adam/Jenny's lighting tones to start cool (Appendix I, # 1-4) 

and get warmer (Appendix I, #5-8). Their relationship starts colder, masking any notion 
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that they are any more th~m friends. But then as U1e play proceeds, the audience sees and 

feels tbe warmer I ights, having that feeling of safety and warmth that ironically started 

with Adam and Evelyn. With Adam and Evelyn's relationship the mood starts warm 

(Appendix L #5-8) with a feeling of safety but as the script progresses, [ would like the 

lighting to gradually get cooler. giving the audience a subconscious uncomfortable 

feel ing (Appendix l, #1-4). I want the audience to grasp that not everything about their 

relationship is right but not be able to pin point it specifically. I would also like to use 

gobos when necessary to give dejfojtion to the selling of a scene; e.g., a window gobo for 

the interior of an apartment (Appendix I. #25, 26). 

Sound requirements should also be minimal and subtle, used only to further 

define the setting of a scene; e.g., birds chirping in the park. I am hoping that tbe fl uidity 

of the scene changes will be quick enough that music is not required. However, if that is 

not the case, the use of opera music for scene changes could be a possibility. 

I would like for the costumes to follow in the same minimalistic style. With the 

scene changes being done so quickly and the desire to continue the built momentum, the 

actors will not have time to make a full costume change. A possible solution to thi.s is 

that each character have a base costume that will be worn during the entire show, e.g., 

jeans and a wlljte T-shirt Then as the scenes changes, a costume piece could be added or 

subtracted. Ln terms of stage make up I would Like for it to continue the minimal style 

and be natural for the females. Evelyn is an artist and I would like her to be viewed as 

dark, edgy (Appendix 1, #9. 10); these are a basis for her overall feel and mood nol a 

literal makeup image. Evelyn could have edgier make up than Jenny, but they both 

would be realistic versus fantastical. The males may need a light powder to protect their 
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faces against the shine or the lights; anything more Lhan that I fee l will be dis tracting to 

the audience in such an intimate space. 

Thematic Influences 

Art and Religio n were the two most dominate themes that continually resmfaced 

in our design meetjngs: DiYinc i· s Vitruvian Man, art censorship, artisUc responsibility, 

decepUon iD the name of art and then The Tree o f Good and Evil (Appendix J, #2 1-24) 

Adam and Eve, and the Forbidden Fruit (Appendj x I, #27). Di Vinci 's Vitruvian Man 

(AppencLi x L # 17) played the central role in the set design, whereas, The Tree or Good 

and Evil, Adam and Eve (Append ix I, #21 -24). and the Forbidden Fruit (Appendix I, #27) 

influenced the lighting design choices. 

My character cho ices have stayed consistent. I want Adam and Jenny to be 

mirrors of each other just i11 different genders, which is what attracts them to each other. 

Both Adam and Jenny are submissive in their individual relationships. and because of 

this. they are victimized. The relationshjp between Adam and Evelyn has a fee ling of 

coercion. In the case of Phllip and Jenny, it' s a fee ling of obligatio11. They are getting 

married because it is the logical next step. Evelyn and Philip are UJe same way. mirrors 

of each other in d ifferent genders. They are each t he domjnate parlner in their 

relationships. Lhe predator. It is because of the ir s imilarities that these two characters 

repel each other. 

I am anticipating that working o n a thrust s tage will be both freeing in movement 

and expression, but limiting fo r the same reasons. I want to make sure that al any one 

time every section of my aud ience can see at least one actor's face whiJe they are 
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performing. This is where the staging could be limited. But l am also p lanning on using 

those li.mitations to my advantage in a different way. 1 want lo section off the thrust stage 

into different playing areas, some bigger tha n others. I would like to use the smaller 

playing areas to cause my aud ience lo empathi ze with the characte rs during conflict 

onstage; I want the audience to feel tbe same entrapment and panic. For example. scene 

three takes place in Philip' s living room. 1 e nvision s taging this scene in a sma ller 

playing area, giv ing the audience a t ight. constricted fee Ling. 1 would Like the audience to 

feel uncomfortable, much like Adam and Je1111y, as the evening begins p leasantly and 

becomes awkward when the argument begins to climax. I plan on taking the same 

approach for scene seven, where Philip and Adam are having lunch. Philip begins 

questioning Adam about Adam's meeti ng w ith Jenny where the two of them kiss. The 

tempo increases and becomes more i1Jtense as Philip interrogates Adam about his new 

jacket and Jenny. As the characters argue. 1 want the audience to feel Adam's 

trepidation. 

This script takes place in a small town near a college campus in the M idwest. 

Wi th the geographical g iven circumstances supporting this, I will have my actors use a 

Midwestern accenl, wbfoh fo r aJ I four of the m cam e naturally. 

1 envisioned the scenes to be minimalistic in set and scenery; there is just enough 

for the audience to understand the location but no t so excessive that it is d istracting. ln 

keeping with the minimalistic style, I want the scenes to provide an idea of the location, 

allowing the audience to fill in the gaps with their imagination. T he mai n focus of each 

scene should be lhe action, not lbe location. With lbe scenery and setting being 

mini ma listic. it will guide the audience's' attention towards the main action. 
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As for props and costumes, I want both to be a contrast to the vague. min.imali.stic 

stage and fumilUJe set pieces. The props need to be realistic and functiona l, not 

excessive. I would like the minimal numbe r of props as necessary. In my mind there is a 

line line between props and set dressing. Although functiona l, I wam both props and set 

dressing to be just enough to define the scene. yet not distrncting from it. lf the props are 

too s implistic I am afraid the audience will be focused on trying to decipher what the 

prop is and that may distract from the action taking place. I would like for tbe costumes 

to follow a similar style: the costumes are the set dressing fo r the actors, nothing 

extravagant. simply part of the character's development. 
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Chapter Four: The Process 

The auditions fo r this produclion were difficult. The avai lable acting pool was 

small and limited. A great deaJ of o ur more experienced actors could not audition 

because they had been previously cast in other shows or they were graduating, and 

students were unaware of the auditions. Evelyn was already cast: lhe role was being 

filled by fellow graduate student, Kelsey Amann, to fulfill her acting thesis requirement. 

The role of Adam was tricky because ii required a male actor who looked young, but also 

awkward while having the potential to get better-looking as the script progressed. Philip 

needed to be about the same age as Adam and Jenny, charismatic and good-looking, but 

not so good-looking that it wasn' t believable that Evelyn would go for Adam over Philip. 

Most importantly, Adam and Philip needed to be believable as longtime friends. Then 

there was Jenny. who needed to look sweet, naive and innocent. She needed to be cute in 

conlrast to Evelyn' s edgy sexiness. She also needed lo be be.!jevable as Philip·s fiancee 

and someone who Adam would be interested in as well as reciprocating his interest. 

After tbe initial auditions, it became easier at callbacks bavi11g a much smaller 

group of men and women to focus on. Bil ly was visua lly exactly what I was looking for; 

I knew he was an inexperienced actor and that be would require a bit more coachi11g, but 

Billy was natmally tall and lanky, which would not be that far of a jump to awkward and 

slighlly dorky. Cassie was a natural as Jenny. She immediately connected with the 

character and understood her. She and Billy visually complimented each other and at the 

same time Cassie's brunette Jenny was a direct visual contrast to Kelsey's blond Evelyn. 

Originally Brent Nowack was cast as Phil ip, bul due to complications beyond my control , 
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he was removed from the role. Josh Wolk, a transfer student. connected with Philip on a 

basic level, and with some guidance, could successfully play the role. He was attractive 

bul not too attracti ve. I le was believab.le as Jenny's fiancee and they visually 

compl imented each other. Mosl im portantly, he was believable as Adam' s buddy, and 

yet provided a physical contrast. When all four actors were together on stage they were a 

colo1ful mosaic. Josh, Like Bi lly, was a greener actor. but I bad the support of Cassie and 

Kelsey who were more experienced. 

Our design meetings went smoothly. l came in with my initial vision and design 

concept of the world of the play. I shared my ideas of overall simpUcity. minimalism and 

black box s tyle. After our second design meeting. Tim Poerlller. Lighting Designer, and 1 

sat down so 1 could expand on my thoughts and concepts with the lighting. I expla ined 

my vision for a definite separation between the warmth and acceptance of Jenny"s 

genuine feelings for Adam (Appendix I #5-8) and the manipulative, coerced, colder 

relationship with Evelyn (Appendix 1, # 1-4 ). I wanted Lhe audience to connect the 

feelings of loneli.ness that Evelyn and Adru.n shared to the relationship between Phillip 

and Jenny {Appendix I, #1-4). I wanted an overal l feeling of anger and d islrust between 

Phillip and Adam (Appendix I, #18-20) after scene five when Jenny and Adam kiss for 

the first time. We discussed the use or spollights to isolate any one of the characters 

when needed. Tim used the theme of art as Iris main focus in designing the lighti11g both 

onstage and during tJ1e scene changes. He developed a color palette fo r each chru·acter 

and relationship, using cooler lights with Evelyn and warmer lighls with Jenny. Tim had 

tlu-ee sub style categories; mosaic, pastel and hue. The mosaic and pastel categories were 

used interchangeably throughout the ten scenes of the performance, giving the stage Lhe 
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look and feel of an art painting. The hue style is what he used fo r the majority of Lbe 

scene changes, with exception to the scene change right before the finale in which Tim 

used the mosaic style along with the hue. He iso lated all four characters in scene nine 

with a soft spotlight and then later used Evelyn's spot I ight to portray a quick passage of 

time from scene nine to scene ten. 

Entering into our first production meeting, l had envisioned th is production being 

performed in-the-round. 1 lowever, after cairefolly considering the staging required for 

key scenes. a thrust stage seemed to be the better fit. That being said, Pippin and I talked 

at length on how to Lake a thrust stage and make it unique to U1is show. I shared with 

Pippin that I would like multiple playing areas. With Lbe way the script is written I 

wanted to use one smal l section of the stage at a time for each vignette scenes. I a lso 

wanted to be able to use the actual stage itself; instead of an actor s itting in a chair they 

could s it on the stage. I really felt that Lhis would support my minimalistic theme. T im 

Poertner had suggested the use of a projectio n screen i1J place of a backdrop o r back wall. 

With theses ideas as influence, Pippin took hoth the theme of DiVinci·s Vi1ruvian Nian 

(Appendix I, # 17) and his image and created a circular stage. She took the arms and legs 

of the image and broke them into a multi-leveled c ircular performance area (Appendix F, 

# I). This provided multiple playing areas a nd a llowed those areas to double as other set 

pieces, e.g., t he step to anolher playing area doubl ing as the headboaJ'd to a bed in a later 

scene (Appendix H, #7). Pippin then replaced the typ ical theat re backdrop with U1ree 

hanging projection screens (Appendix F, #2). Usu1g the genera l art theme as her 

foundalion she chose actual painting reprints to po rtray the scene's setting in the center 

backdrop projection (Appendix H. # I). For her coup de grace, she used the Tree of Good 
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and Evil (Appendix #2 1-24) theme as a basis for the ever-changing trees on the outer 

projection screens. These trees served two purposes: first. the trees support the 

underlying theme or personal grnwth and change. and second, they show the passage of 

time and the seasons (Appendix H, #I, 17). Pippin and Tim then brought the theme or the 

Vilruvian Mun ful l cirde by projecting U1e image on the Door for Evelyn 's thesis 

presentation. 

Pippin supported the minimal style with her fwniture design (Appendix H, #4.5). 

I did not want to use realistic rurnjtme in th.is production and I fe lt that there was not any 

one particular furnjture piece that was specificaJly needed. This opened up the possibility 

that one furniture piece could have multiple uses. limiting the amount or furniture being 

stored backstage and minimizing scene change time (Appendix 11, #3,6). Again, with 

this in mind, Pippin used multiple sized black box boxes as furniture pieces (Appendix H, 

#4.5); this was the solution to all lhe furnitme needs. She painted the boxes the same 

color as the stage to allow them to serve a purpose and not distract from the action taking 

place (Appendix l-T, #6, 16). 

Conti1rning with the design concept, I wanted the props to contrast the minimalist 

set style and be realistic but nondescript. ff the prop is a coffee mug 1 would like a 

functional coffee mug (Appendix H, #17). lf the prop is nondescript then the same items 

could be used in multiple scenes to both cut down on the amount of props stored 

backstage and to keep the set dressing very basic~ again, just enough to identify the 

location. Krista Tettaton. Props Designer. did just that. The props were all nrnctional 

and nondescript so that they were usable in mulLiple scenes. The minimalism of the 

props supported the minimalism style or tbe set and furniture pieces. 
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I had left the costume design completely in the hands of Donna Northcott, 

Costume Designer. In a production meeting Donna and I decided that 2004 was our 

setting year. The script was written in 2001 , so 2004 seemed logical to support current 

clothing trends sucb as Tommy Hilfiger (Appendix H, # 15). Donna was aware of the 

quick scene changes for Evelyn and Adam and as a result had them layer their clothjJ1g 

during specific scenes (Appendix H, #5). Donna also took into account the time of year. 

January through May, and used that to her advantage a<; well, having the actors wear 

coats as a means to a quick change (Appendix H, #3, 4). 

Donna also designed the costumes as a reflection of the character' s personality. 

Evelyn was an edgy artist, wearing mainly black and red (Appendix H. #4,5, 17). Philip 

was very taken with himself and wore more expensive clothing that was tailored to fit 

him (Appendix H # 14, 19). Jenny was sweet and conservative, wearing pinks and sweater 

set (Appendix H, # I 0, 11 , 17). Adam was self conscious co llege student that wore 

oversized hand-me-down cloU1ing (Appendix H, #5.6). 1.lowever, as the script continued 

and he became more confident. bis clothing became tailored and more expensive 

(Appendix H, #2 1,22). 

Though my actors had been gi ve□ the script three months prior, I found it 

necessary for a table read; it' s nice for everyone to be able to hear the script aloud with 

other voices. So al, our second meetfog, we j umped righl in. Our rehearsal process was 

very organic. I Like to allow the actors to run through the scene the first time and move as 

they feel it natural. Then as a cast they run through it a second time and we make any 

necessary adjustments. However. with a less experienced cast. I found this didn' t work 

as well as with veteran actors. I found that the majority of the blocking developed in the 
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second run through. But again, l am not a stringent blocker; I tell 1.ny actors 

approximately when I'd li ke for them to move. and where and at about whal point in the 

script that I need them to arrive. Agai n, this allows the actors to move when it feels most 

natural. In this particular case, Bi lly talked back and gave excuses after almost every 

note given. I also had to remind him more often than not to take out paper and pencil and 

write down his notes. This became apparent early i11 the rehearsal process. 

Due to her concurrent rehearsal schedule, tbe first time Emily was able to attend 

one of my rehearsals was for the tech crew run through, whkh was also the cast's fi rst 

run through. Emily was observing as my thesis mentor and professor, looking 

specifically for things I may have overlooked or that didn' t make sense. as well as 

perfom1ance and technical errors. After the run through, she had five pages of notes for 

me, concerning lack of projection, questioning objecti ves, Evelyn playing the end too 

soon, chemistry (or lack thereof) between characters, awkward staging (the fishing pole 

idea that ended up gelling cut), odd vocal inflection when using profanity. inconsistency 

with furniture, lack of reaction to the big finale, etc. Tbe day after the run through. Emily 

and I met and went over every single note; some were things I bad noticed and others 

hadn' t occu1Ted to me. She offered tactics and exercises to help the actors. After 

receiving al l of her constructive criticism, she said overall she was very pleased wilh the 

work l had accomplished with my actors. She said from having worked with some of 

them before. she saw independent, personal growth and a side of them as actors she had 

not seen before; and that I should be very proud of my show. 

During our technical rehearsals, my actors knew those rehearsals were for the tech 

crews, so then, when a technical person asked them to do something, they did it without 
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question. Our tech rehearsals (Appendix G, #I) ran as smoothly as our design and 

production meetings and there was always open communication. I told everyone that if 

they knew how to do something in a more effic ient way, then by all means let me know. 

It was at this lime Jim Koehnle, Technical DirecLOr, came up with a useful suggestion. 

During the scene change from scene eight lo scene nine-the thesis presenlation scene-the 

run crew had been struggling to sel up all oJ Evelyn· s research data on presentati.on 

boxes. The set up was Laking loo long and the data was not visible so it looked sloppy 

and misplaced. Jim suggested pre-gluing all the researcb data to box Lops that are painted 

the same color as the presentatiot1 boxes. Then for the final scene change, lhe nm crew 

simply had to place the box Lops on the boxes and the props are in place. 

Lindsey Conklin, Assistant Stage Manager, was able to choreograph the rt1J1 crew 

so that scene changes were Ouid and efficient. 1 had originally wanted to perform the 

entire show without scene changes, but that was impossible. Lindsey made sure to 

always have the run crew moving forward in straighl lines lo give tbe audience the 

subconscious idea of the actioo and story moving forward al all Limes. 

Every night my cast and I thanked the tech crew for the bard work they put in; 

and every night we let them know that without them there wouJd be no show al aJI. 

As far as performances wenl, I told Courlney McDaniel, Stage Manager, that once 

opening night came. the show was bers. I was there to warm-up with my actors and to 

wish lhem luck bul that was the extent of my role. That being said, she and Lindsey both 

knew I was there every night in case I was needed. Every night there was an issue with 

the main projector and every night our projection operator, Michelle Wolken, fixed it. 

had complete failh in my support teclrnfoal crew and every night they came thrnugh. 
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Chapter Five: Evaluation 

Personal Evalualion 

My personal evaluation of this process has changed. not unexpectedly. This script 

has so much symbolism, so many themes and metaphors; I wanted them all to come to 

life. tn a perfect world. the actors would have picked up on those immediately and in

tLLrn 01e production would have had symbolism, themes and metaphors everywhere. Thal 

did not happen. The lead actor who played Adam didn ' t understand his character. the 

complexity of him or relate to him. I blame Urnt on the actor's inexperience and my 

inability to help him connect. Jt was Lhe same situation with the actor wbo played Philip, 

he played Philip but U1e character was never completely a three-dimensional character. 

The actress who played Evelyn portrayed Evelyn but never quite got to the point where 

Evelyn was a part of her and resonated within her. With Evelyn, that was lack of work 

put into the character. l know because she told me; her summer was much busier than 

anticipated and she was w1able to put the work that she wanted into Evelyn. 

With these three actors I was frustrated from the beginning. With myself fo r not 

being able to help reach the level 1 wanted, and with them for not putting the work into 

the characters. even if Lhey were inexperienced. After awhile. I realized that Josh (Philip) 

just didn ' t have the experience: he was missing some fundamental training and 

unfortunately l wasn·t didn' t have the luxury of time to teach him. Por this specific show. 

because of Lhe inexperience of my male actors, my role directorial decision maker came 

sooner than normal. After allowing the actors to run a scene organically with their input I 

found that I needed to make blocking and characterization dccisioL1s right away. This 
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was less of an issue with my female actors. who are more experienced. However once 

decisions are made I do expect the cast members to take notes after every rehearsal and to 

incorporate my feedback. 

Th.is presented a departure for me. lt was a wonderful learning experience as I 

was having to play dual roles, as a guide and the final decision maker. Then there was the 

added clement of not wanting the male actors to feel resentful because J am giving Lbe 

females more leeway with their development and interpretation. Then there was one 

more complicating factor as, Billy, my leading male, lacked acting fundamentals. lJe not 

only needed blocking and characterization decisions, but he needed these things to be 

spoon-fed to him, so-to-speak. Even then, sometimes he lacked lhe ability to build upon 

these decisions himself or remember them from the rehearsal before. Billy required 

many one-on-one sessions. i11dividual coaching, and .imagery work. This again was a 

wonderful leaming opportunity for me, yet frustrating at times. 

ln my interactions with Billy, he very much needed me, as the dfrector, to tell him 

exactly what to do over giving him space to make hjs own decisions and discoveries. 

The majority of the time he was awaiting instruction without any of bis own character 

interpretation. But on the occasion where he did bring his character and scenic 

interpretation, he was needing both: guidance that he was headed the right direction and a 

direct decision that yes this was exactly what we would be going with. rt was an 

exhaustive process, but aga in. one i.n which I was able to take away wi th me and be aJI 

the more experienced. 

My salvation in this situation was Jenny. Cassie understood Jenny; Jenny was a 

part of her and emerged as a full-fledged three-dimensional character. That gave me 
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hope that the other actors would be challenged by ber choices and her understanding and 

would learn from her. 

As U,e process progressed, I became more frustrated. r took time out of rehearsal 

to do character exercises. warm-ups, and to define the character objectives of each scene. 

I could equip my actors with the tools, I just couldn't force them to make a connection or 

put the effort into it. By the lime we had reached tech week, J was disappo inted, 

clisappointed that the deeper meanings of the production were not going to be seen and 

U,at the deep, intertwining of the characters' emotions were not present. We hadjusl 

begun to scratch the surface of the play; we had hardly touched upon the many deeper 

themes and controversial topics. There was so much more to play with U,at we didn' t 

have ti me to even touch due to the inexperience of the majority of my actors. Looking 

back at that now, even with more time I stil I don' t be lieve we could have gotten there; it 

would have just required a more experienced cast or a more experienced d irnctor. 

However. after opening night or the production, my point o r view changed. I was 

stil l very frus trated and disappointed in the process. but I was overcome by pride i.n what 

the actors had accomplished. From where we had started on day one of rehearsal, to the 

place where we ended on closing night, each character ( including Jenny) had grown by 

leaps and bounds. l witnessed characters developing nighUy. My actors had grown in 

their abi I ity and mosl importantly they t rusted each 0 U1er, which had been a struggle 

throughout the entire process. 
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Faculty and Mentor Feedback 

Our new Adjunct Professor, Debbie Phil ips, came to see the show and I had the 

opportunity to [ma lt y meet her. Donnel l Walsh also came. They both came during 

Tuesday night run though, two nights before opening. Both were very compl imentary 

about the show which was very kind. Debbie made a point to say she knew the show, but 

had not seen it before. She thought it was a very strong choice for me to have as my 

thesis project and thought it was very well done. She told me that she was glad I did not 

sby away from the show because or its provocative nature and that 1 bad d irected it very 

tastefully. She then proceeded to tell me she thought l was very taJented. It was very 

gracious of her to s;iy since she does not know me from Adam (pun intended). 

Donnel l was also very complimentary of the overal l show. He said that he saw 

characterization. objectives and that he bought into the whole story. I-le believed the 

characters and went on a journey with them and enjoyed the who le thi ng. Donnell also 

pointed out a few mjnor things to me that 1 hadn' t seen because I was workjng so c losely 

with the production. He pointed out things such has as Kelsey wearing her purse 

throughout scene two which made him as an audience member anxious thinking she 

would be leaving at any moment. Or that Kelsey wore a tank top in scene three whi le 

everyone e lse wore sweaters and coats; these were continuity issues more than anything. 

Both Donnel.I and Debbie commented on the difficu lty or the blocking with a thrust stage 

and were very complimentary on my staging, commenti ng that they both thought even 

though there were times when an actor had their back to the audience it d idn't bother 

them because another actor would be fac ing tbe i1· d irection. I really appreciated the ir 

comments; the blocking was a huge challenge for me in this particular space especially 
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for this production where each scene has a specific purpose and is building towards the 

ending climax. 

Emily .lones came to see the show twice, first at the first run through and again at 

the Saturday night performance. After coming to see the show a second time on Saturday 

night Emi ly reiterated that I should be vey proud of the work 1 had done and just in the 

week and half si11ce she had seen it before my actors had greatly improved. 

Larry Quiggins came to see the show on Sunday afternoon. I le felt there could 

have been more characterization and stronger character choi.ces. He also fell that the 

actors' objectives did get muddled in the scenes. I agreed with Larry in his comments of 

more characterization and stronger choices, however, if he'd seen where we started he 

may have felt a li ttle differently about the situation. Larry also commented that be would 

have staged the show differently using a thrust stage. Staging is an area where Larry and 

I never seem to see exactly eye-to-eye, but J do respect his opinion. As I had stated in 

Chapter Three, my main reasoning behind my staging is that the production was being 

performed on a thrust stage. Anytime one actor had their back lo a section of the 

audience another actor would be facing or profiling that same section. I took care to 

make sure never at anytime was a section of the audience left without an actor facing 

them in a scene. 

Peer/Student Feedback 

ALI o[ my peer/student feedback was very positive. Overall, I had very strong 

technical feedback that bad nothing to do with me, but everything to do with my technical 

tea.in. The set was very highly praised as being inventive and unique. I received many 

compliments on the use of a thrust stage. The lighting design was also praised for being 
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warm, mosaic-l ike and ty ing everything together. l had several people ask who 

orchestrated the music. They wanted lo know if it was ba11d o r a synthesized YouTube 

arrangement. The costumes were comp.limented fo r being the perfect touches for ench 

individual character. 

I recejved compliments on the script selection. Lhe characterization, the blocking 

and the overal l vis ion. One audience memher, who I didn ' t even know. approached me 

and told me she thought 1 was very talented and asked when my next show was being 

performed. And of course, I met my actors' parents who thought it was amazing, like a U 

parents do: parents are always a great ego boost. 
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APPENDIX A 

Rehearsal Journal 

Monday, May 7, 2012: 

Today was my very first Thesis Design Meeting (drtun ro ll please). Honestly, I 

was nervous. Oddly eno ugh, a forma l design meeting is not something I have done 

befo re. But I feel like it went well. I brought my design concept in and we went over 

everything; the story, U1e characters, the intent, all of the historical references. My 

overall concept is that I want this done in a minimalistic style . Originally I had really 

wanted to perform this in Jelkyl but when 1 was g iven the opportunity 10 ha ve the first 

slot of the season with full budget and support I jumped at it. I had envisioned it in Jelkyl 

for the very reason that it is jus t a bare, black stage and perfec t for this script. T would 

like to use lighting to convey the actor's emo tions, not cheesy lighting but something 

subtle. However, the black box wi ll work beuer because o f the grid all around the 

interior walls we can hang lights wherever we want. l have a lso been toying w iU1 doing 

this show in the round and that idea would have never worked if it was perfo rmed in 

Jelkyl. So the black box is so much better. But speaking of Ugh ting during the meeting 

Tim was asking exactly what I was thinking pertaining to showing emotion through the 

lighting. So I showed him my visuals. He said we can do things with gobos and texture 

too if r want. That is awesome. I feel good abo ut the meeting. I was able to convey my 

concept I think; and like I have mentioned B mainly talked with Tim about the li ghting. I 

am going wi th a somewhat modern time period, 2004 so Donna said we wi ll get most of 

Lhe costumes from the actors' c losets, but she will most likely need to buy a Tommy 
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HiJfiger style jacket. l also had discussed a prosthetic nose for Billy since his character 

gets a nose job but she said it would look to fake i11 that intimate of a setting; same with 

Kelsey's wrist scars. We would have to make them so dark and fake looking to have 

them visible to the audience. That is tine with me it will go along with my mfoimal istic 

style. 

Tuesday, May 22, 2012 

Today's second design meeting went well. Pippin, Tim and I discussed more 

lighting ideas. I think J am so accustomed to workfog in older spaces tbat do not have the 

capabilities we do. that I am thi11king too small. But Tim is reading my mind and it is 

great. Pippin is already toying with set design ideas. I had mentioned in the last meeting 

that I wanted to do th.is production in the round, but both Donna and Emily brought up 

some very good points of why it may not work. Donna and I had very briefly talked 

about the quick changes that will happen and having the show in the round will make 

those more djfficult. This is also a show where every little detail is importanL and that 

may not transition to the round very well, especially the finale scene with Lhe big reveal. 

1 'm not sure which one mentioned it but one of the ladies brought up a three sided thrust 

stage. After thinking about it more I think it will actually work better, and Pippin's ideas 

are awesome. We are kjcking arOLmd a few right now. Tim broughl up the use of a 

projector because I had mentioned wanting to use il for the finale scene. He said it was 

doable and Lhat since we were going to hang ii for the finale scene if I wanted Lo use it for 

anything else I could. I might as well since it will alrnady be hangi11g there. Pippin said 

it would go great with an idea she had, but she needs to figure out the logistics. 
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1 talked to Krista a little about our props and that we did want to use realistic 

props and liquids, etc. l also said I was completely okay with actors bringing their 

personal props on and off. Donna said as we get closer to rehearsals we'll look into my 

actor's closets but she will start looking for the Hilfiger jacket and the corduroy jacket. 

Monday, ,June 4, 2012 

Today's meeting was fast and simple. ft was mainly j ust Pippin showLng me her 

set ideas. which I love; and Lben both of us talking with Tim. We did decide that since 

we are going wilb the minimalistic, black box idea for the set, that l did want very 

colorful, textured lights. T think that will be a nice contrast and agajnst the black box the 

colors wiU pop. Again we talked about using the projector; poss.ibly projecting DiVinci 's 

Vitru11ic111 Man on the floor of the stage at some point. The Vitruvian Man is one of my 

main images. I'm not sure how 1 want to work him in, but I do in some capacity. 

Pippin suggested along with our minimalistic black box (I think the use of 

"theme" in this instance doesn' t work .. . "approach'" or something similar is more 

appropriate) that we use the black box boxes (unit set) for our furniture. She said that one 

of her set ideas is multi-levels so we could possibly use some of the steps and lips of the 

stage as furniture too, e.g., a seat, table or ortoman. 

Monday, August 20, 2012: 

Today in rehearsal we started off with introductions. Josh Woll<. playing Philip. 

is new to the university as well as the cast so I wanted to make him feel welcome. 

Afterwards, I did a little housekeeping, making sure that Courtney (SM) had everyone's 

cw-rent information as well as go over the rehearsal schedule for the week. The cast then 

discussed their individual character analysis as a group and the relationships between the 
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characters. I found that after discussing the individual character analysis as a group 1 was 

changing my thi11king for my character ,rnalysis as well as picking up on symbolism I 

missed before. We cone I uded our rebearsal with a read through of the script. 

Tuesday, August 21, 2012: 

Since hav ing all four actors today T blocked scenes three and ojne. Both Kelsey 

and Cassie have very natural instincts for character interaction as weU as movement. 

Josh and BiJly are a bit more hesitant. I am hoping the girls will both challenge them fo 

this as wel l as encourage them to be bolder in their decisions. Both days so far, Courtney 

has been a dream, acting both as Stage Manager and personal assistant taking notes fo r 

me on future reminders. 

Wednesday, August 22, 2012: 

Kelsey bas tl1e day off so that T can focus on blocking the scenes between .J enny 

and Adam and Philip and Adam. Today 1 have called Billy and Cassie al 11 am so T can 

block the Adam/Jenny scene. Blockfog goes quickly and again Cassie is picking up on 

Jenny's instincts very rucely. I already see that Billy instinctually is following her lead. 

This scene has great natural chemistry and [ believe it wi ll be one of the stronger scenes. 

Josh is cal led al noon so we can nm througb the very end of scene two with al I four 

characters. Courtney standing in for Evelyn as sbe only has two lines. After this I block 

the scene between Philip and Adam. This is a bit more difficult, because the boys seem 

to not act on their instincts without prodding. But after a little time and sweat the scene is 

blocked and I think it will be a good one. Billy has a habit of gasping and breatbing 

heavy between each line. He likes to touch his face when be is unsure of the next line, 

I'm hoping thjs will not happen after scripts are out of hands; however, L may just have to 
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break him of it. Josh has beginner level instincts, he just is a Little one-dimensional right 

now. Thal being said, it's just a blocking rehearsal not characterization rehearsal. 

Thursday, August 23, 2012 PRODUCTION MEETING: 

Today was the first full production meeting with both Joe and Jim. r felt it was 

nU1 very efficiently and we were very productive. The number of people for the run crew 

and dressers were decided. Pip's slides for the projection screens were approved and 

Pippin, Donna and Tim were given a seasonal breakdown for costume and lighting 

purposes. The lobby display was decided on and the program information was sent to 

Peter. A meeting time was planned for Donna, the actors and I to decide on costume 

pieces that the actors might already own. We are still in need of a sound designer but this 

show has very little sound so I am not too concerned about it. Tam told we should have 

one by next week when all of the students are back o□ campus. 

Thursday, August 23, 2012: 

Due to the production meeting and a few separate meetings with Pippin, Peter and 

Tim, 1 was late to rehearsal. Courtney, however. had the actors run lines for scenes four 

and eight, which were on the schedule to be blocked. Scene four is the bedroom scene 

that takes place completely in bed, due to Lime constraints we started witb scene eight, the 

coffee shop. Blocking went very smootb and may need lo be tweaked once we are on the 

stage. With our stage being round r am trying to always keep in nlind that one part of the 

audience will see actor's backs. but hopefully not for an extended period of time. The 

actors are doing wel l with lines. At some points they rely on their script, but not many. 

Billy has a habit of not keeping eye contact with the other actors onstage and it is 

distracting. He also mumbles and does not project well. things that will need to be 
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addressed. especially when we are in the black box space. Scene four was not blocked 

today because oftime. However, I' m not concerned. l have purposely bu.ilt in ex tra days 

later in the calendar iJ it's needed. 

Monday, August 27, 2012: 

Today is our fi rst day in the black box on the actual stage. Josh and Cassie a.re 

given the day off and we are blocking scenes six and ten with Kelsey and Billy. I have 

broken our circular stage into four sections for the sake of communicating with lbe 

actors. The section upstage is one and as I go aroUJ1d clockwise the subsequent spaces 

are two, three and four. Today we begin wi01 scene ten being that it is the big reveal. 

have assigned this scene to be played in section one, but aJter the first run tluough I 

notice that my actors looked trapped. So instead the scene will be taki ng place using the 

entire stage area. Already after the first blocking it looks so much better and the scene is 

more powerful. L"m really pleased. We spent the entire time tweaking that scene, so 

scene s ix will be visited tomorrow. I did address the eye contact and projection with 

BiHy. He did make an effort with both. Billy is going to need a little one-on-one work. 

He also touches his face all the time as n nervous impulse and is a heavy moulb breather 

onstage. These 01ings wi ll need to be addresses also; they arc distractions fo r the 

audience. 

Tuesday, August 28, 2012: 

Tonight we were productive. Scenes one, two and six were al l blocked. l was 

afraid at first that my pla n to have the smaller vignettes in sections two and four would be 

a problem. The space is at a tilted angle and I have to be very careful not to have the 

actors' backs facing the audience for too lo ng. So it has been a challenge, but has forced 
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me to thi nk outside the box and become a bit more creative with my blocking. I am also 

adding to my list of props, most props are just to further define the location that my scene 

takes place. Now tbat Lhe show is blocked, I can focus more on characterization. Billy 

and Josh will need the most focus. Billy may be a challenge. l did address Lhe moutb 

breathing and face touching. He does a great job focusi11g on not doi ng them, but only 

for a small amount of time, and then he reverts back. I'm j ust going to really have to stay 

on him. I-lopefu.l ly these things will clisappear wben he develops his characterization. 

Wednesday, August 29, 2012 PRODUCTION MEETING 

Today's meeting, again like last week; I fe lt went smoothly and was quite 

productive. l' m very pleased with the rate of speed in getting things accomplished and 

getting questions answered. Pippin has found the rest of the images that will be used as 

projections and they look fabulous. We now have a soLmd designer, which was never a 

worry fo r me, but it" s reassuring to have one at l11is point i.n the rehearsal process. I am 

told that .I will know who that person is by tomorrow. [ have been talking over some 

sound things with Drew, such as having a door slam sound cue downstage right, but 

Drew says it may sti!J sound canned so I need to thjnk of other options. Friday my actors 

will be meeting with Donna to look at costume options and what the actors have al ready. 

Next Wednesday Luis will be coming lo rehearsal to take headshots or the actors for the 

lobby display. Tim and I are able to finalize the location of each scene . After getting into 

the rehearsal space l had to switch around some of the playing areas. After tbe meeting l 

feel that we are in a good place with the technical side of things. Jim is finalizing our 

tech schedule and should have it to me this weekend. Paper tech has been scheduJed fo r 
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the 12'11 of September. The crews are going, to watch the show on the 11 111 or September 

and the produclion will be filmed the 191
h. 

Wetlncsday, August 29, 2012 

Tonight we began wi th running scene two. I forewarned my actors that once we 

were done blocking and began running the scenes we would jump head Grst u1to kissing. 

Billy bas a kiss with both Kelsey and Cassie; it is imperative that the kissing with them 

both look natmal and relaxed. Billy was a I ittle hesitant, but willing to take it slow. 

After a few runs of --peck" kissing Kelsey got tired of it and grabbed Billy planting a big 

kiss on his lips. Not only was it perfect tinting but Billy got over his inhibi tions after a 

few protests. After the initial kiss Kelsey and Billy ran it, the kiss and the scene a few 

more times. Billy is slowly becoming more comfortable, but he will need a little more 

coaching. I am noticing that I am lacking in Billy the professionalism that the other 

actors are giving me. Ile seems to be constantly fu ll of excuses and explanations when J 

attempt to give him direction. At first I thought it was just lack of trai11ing and now I am 

not sure. We continue with scene three. This is a tricky one. l bad originally blocked the 

scene in section two but it 's nut going to work. lt' s too tight of a space for all four actors 

to be able to move and cross the stage so I relocated the scene to section one. I have a 

sl ight concern that the actors are too far from the audience by being in section one, but 

this way we have plenty of room. This is going to be my mountain. scene tbJee. After 

shifting the blocking to accommodate the new space I' m not sure I like it. I' ve made 

notes to work this one a few different ways, I' m just goiDg to have to see it. Finally 

tonight we run through scene one. I tweak some of the blocking because I was just 

getting too much back from Kelsey. I originally blocked this with the statue in the 
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aurnence so they play to the audience; but Kelsey is tw:ning her back to face and talk to 

Billy. The audience is going to lose the dialogue, thus the reason for tbe tweaks. After it 

looks much better. I need thjs 11rst scene lo grab the audience otherwise if l lose them it's 

all over. 

Thursday, August 30, 2012 

Tonight we began with scene five. It' s the scene that takes place between Jenny 

and Adam. Originally. l had wanted this scene to take place on a pair of swings. but was 

told that it can· I happen due to reasons I Lmderstand, but I am st i II bummed about it. So I 

am trying to come up wi th someth ing different. My actors suggested fishing, which to be 

totally honest, I didn' t think would work at all. but lhey seemed adamant on trying it. We 

did, and to my surprise, I really liked it. I wanted something for the characters to do that 

was their "thing''. Jenny and Adam fish together, it's just what they do in thei r spare time 

togelber. so it would make sense if Jenny needs to talk to Adam, it is while they are 

fishing. It might be a stretch. but I am going for it. Scene seven is nex t. My biggest 

issue with scene seven is that 1 hate wbere T have placed it. Now that we are in the 

performance space, I am having the opposite problem with seven as I did with three, the 

actors look lost in a space that big when the scene is supposed to be quiet and intimate. 

so I move U1e scene to section two. After running it, it reads so much better. Now my 

issue is with Josh. Everything is SO big and cart.oony. I [is background is musical theatre 

so everything is very showy; l will have to bring it down and really work wi U1 him on his 

realism. But at least he's giving me something to work wilh. It's like pulling teeth to get 

Bil ly to make a choice about his character. This scene is supposed to be two best friends 

and U1ey have no connection. But it is only Lhe second tin,e we've run it, there is hope. 
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Josh and Cassie are bolb dismissed so I can work scenes six and four with Kelsey and 

Billy. Scene six is the doctor's scene; I hav,e that p laced in section two as well. ft works 

really nicely there. I had Kelsey and Billy in chairs side-by-side, but her face was 

consistantly blocking his and visa versa. So to solve that, I reconJigured the chairs at 

angles and I think it will work much better. Kelsey hangs all over the chair so it we get 

plenty of her face, and after some tweaks, aU three s ides of the audience should get 

Billy" s as well. I have decided to make a visible tattoo in Billy's stomach for the ending 

of this scene. Right now the way it is playing, it reads like BiJly bad his pubes 

manscaped into Evelyn's initials, instead of the tattoo that Evelyn mentions later in her 

exhibition speech. Before making this decision l tried to block it a few different ways 

and it's just not corning across, so we are adding a makeup tattoo to Billy' s stomach to 

ensure that the audience wilJ get a glimpse or it and clarify any misgivings that may 

confuse them. finally we run scene four. This scene is easy because the whole thing 

takes place in bed. This scene is difficult because the whole thing takes place i11 bed! 

Projection is definitely goi11g to be a concern because it is such an intimate scene. I 

requested a body pil low or support pjllow of some type because the actors are having a 

hard Lime supporting themselves as sitting up in bed on the hard floor. 1 also played witb 

where l would like to have the video camera in this scene, as to not block the actors. We 

nm it quickly because I wanted to release the actors on time but this will be one we will 

need lo run often. Like the kissing scenes, this bedroom scene needs to look natural and 

Billy looks incredibJy uncomfortable. 1 am trying lo get him to relax and get physical 

with Kelsey, but he looks like he's in bed with his grandma That is going to be a 

problem. 
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Tuesday, September 4, 20 12 

Tonight our plan was to run scenes e ight, nine, and ten. T he last ti me we v isited 

scene eight was in the choir room so some adj ustments needed 10 be made now that we 

are in the performance space. When we ran the scene the first time it took forever mainly 

because we were trying to add adjustments and to re-block small sections that didn 't 

translate to the new space. My actors are still ca lling line. TomoJTow is no line call day 

and they know it, but I a lso think ifs going to be a rude awakening when they get stuck. 

After struggling through it the firs t lime the next l ime was much smoother; the lines are 

still a bit shaky, but better. Billy's ex.it out the downstage left aisle is a little awkward; I 

may need to rework the ex.it. l ' m still not getting the exact character from Kelsey in this 

scene. I want Evelyn curt but not so much that the audience prematurely bales her. I am 

planning on working this with Kelsey next Monday on our scene touch-up day . After 

scene eight. we had a quick break and moved onto scene nine. Scene nine, just like scene 

eight, needed some tweaking due to the new performance space. However. to her credit. 

tonight Kelsey made a very insightful observation about scene nine. I have bad Bi lly and 

Josh portray the action of the scene on the stage, when in this scene we are using the 

stage and theatre house as an actual stage and theater house so it made no sense that Billy 

and Josh would portray the action onstage. they would do it on Lhe 1100[ of the theatre 

like real theatre goers. The whole actjon is the two of them running into each other and 

finding seats in the theatre. When Kelsey pointed this out to me, it was so obvious that it 

was ridiculous that I hadn ' t seen this before. So I shifted the action lo the floor. 

Ke lsey's monologue is not memori zed yet, but I still had her go through it and we 

worked on inflection and pacing. We were also able to work out the correct placement 
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for both of Cassie and Josh's exits as wel l as their and Billy's reaction to the monologue. 

We did have a break through with scene ten tonight. Both Josh and Cassie were excused 

so I could work scene ten with Kelsey and Billy. We started the run of scene ten and 

Billy was giving nothing. He was playing Billy onstage with the mouth breathing that 

was incredibly distracting. So we stopped and Kelsey and I both sat down with him and 

talked about the scene and what had happened prior. I tried to make the situation 

applicable to hjs life and to get him to set lbe stakes high. Billy has got to understand the 

gravity of this scene and he's not connecting the words to anything. But after talking it 

through with him, we ran it again and Billy brought so much more to the scene. I le was 

angry and yell ing and being direct with his blocking and action. IL gave Kelsey so much 

more to work with and to play off. Both Kelsey and I were very encouraging with Billy 

letting him know that he was on the right track and that the next time we visit the scene 

we are going to try to add levels to his anger. That is my biggest fear is that the anger 

and emotion will just stay at the one level. 

Wednesday, September 5, 2012 PRODUCTION MEET[NG 

The production meeting was producti ve and smooth like the others have been so 

far. Danny Mauck is locked in as our sound designer: he will be at rehearsal tonight to 

watch. He told me that having lhe receptionist's sound cue to come from stage left will 

not be a problem, but we nixed the door slam cue, it sounds too fake. The rest of the set 

will be linished this week. I' m super excited to see everything completed and come 

together, especially with the projections. It will just add so much. Pippin is adding some 

escape stairs to each side of the back of the set. Now that those will be there. I can alter 

two of Billy's exits to have him use those stairs and it will be so much more fluid. Donna 
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has all the costumes for Josh and is finishing the other actors. Luis is taking head shots 

tonight of my actors fo r the lobby d isplay. l am boping to grab Billy tomorrow to get a 

before and after photo for tbe fo1al projectio ll. l don't think it sbould be an issue. I'm 

really enjoying this new production process; I am reall y feeling that th ings are being 

communicated and beiJ1g done on time. It' s awesome. 

Wednesday, September 5, 2012 

The plan for tonight is to run scene one through uve, we'll see if it happens. We 

start with scene one and it looks better than it has before. L have encouraged Billy to be 

more authoritative wilh lli s role as security guard, but bis interpretation is to use an accent 

that is making him difficult to understand. I try to encourage him to make another 

choice; he did, and it was better, but again the choice was someth ing funny wi th his 

mouth that is j ust making him difficul t to unders tand. We' ll work on that later. I like 

that he is making a choice, it" s just not a feasib le one. I am also trying to encourage 

Kelsey to find middle grnund between an artsy-interesting Evelyn and j ust being bitchy. 

I continue to tell both actors if the audience doesn' t like them then we won't book them. 

After a few nms it is starting to round out and they both are a bit more likable. BiJly even 

threw in a dorky blush ing smile Lhat looked really nice and I made sure he knew it. 

Scene two i.s still awkward, but less so than before. I have Billy and Kelsey touch and 

kiss all the ti me so he becomes more comfortable. They both are good witJ1 tJ1e lines on 

this scene. The one struggle with this scene is that the blocking gets a litt le jumbled and 

if it does too much than we get Kelsey' s back the entire time. Josh and Billy are a bit 

cartoony at tbe eDd. I have ,them do a bro-hug and it is the clumsiest thing 1 've ever seen. 

It's almost clumsier Lben Billy is with Kelsey o r Cassie during the kisses, but we will get 
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this!! I have them run the bro-hug multiple times and it's just going to have to be 

something that comes with tirne. We move onto scene three and after the fu·st two pages 

it's a hot mess. None of the actors are engaged in this scene, no one knows the ir lines 

completely and there' s no line call anymore so they are just stuck. With advice from 

Courtney and Lindsey, we stop the scene. It's so mixed up and .lost we need to refocus. 

Instead for moving forward with scene work. we do character work. We first discuss 

what each character wants from the scene, their objective and their tactics in achieving 

that object ive. J have the actors start by walking around the stage as themselves, just 

taking a deep breath and relaxing. Then after a few moments they began to walk around 

as their character would. then they added a character movement. and furnlly. a character 

sound. After some time I have the actors re peat the exercise, thi.s time encouraging them 

to make different and stronger choices. After the second time I transition them into scene 

three and we run the scene. It' s stronger, but Billy and Josh's objectives are still a bit 

muddled. Before running the scene again. we rei terate the objecti ves and I ask them lO 

once again make clearer, stronger choices. The second time was improved and greatly 

improved from the first attempted run earlie r this evening. We concluded for the night. 

After rehearsal Cassie and Kelsey both approached me. Cassie was cryi11g out of 

frustralion and Kelsey was echoing the same frustration. They both expressed they were 

afraid we were goi.ng to run out of rehearsa I ti me if we needed to stop every rehearsal to 

do character exercises because the scene wasn' t coming together. 1 assured them that 

would not happen but encouraged them to chal lenge the boys and to help them along as 

much as possible. I also told them starting tomorrow we wilJ be doing group warm ups 

before rehearsal. 
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Thursday, September 6, 2012 

Tonjght's original plan was to run scenes six through ten, but after last night it ' s 

more important to me that vve get the foundation of the scene correct before moving on 

and expanding on said scene. The fi rst thirty minutes of tonight's rehearsal started with 

warm ups then proceeded into character exercises much like the ones we did last night. 

For the last character exercise, I bad the actors perform scene three. Instead of using the 

written lines, I had them improv the scene. BilJy looked completely lost the entire time. 

Even in improving the scene he wanders around aimlessly, li ke a confused homeless 

man. r pulled him aside and asked if he had any questions or concerns. He told me no 

and asked why, so I was honest and told him he looked completely lost and not engaged 

in the scene whatsoever, to the point it was distracting and he was pul ling from the action 

taking place. We run scene three two more times. I don 't know why this scene causes 

me so much trouble but it is the rotting core of my soul. I need to walk away from it. 

Josh's lines bounce back and forth between realistic and cartoon, there's no consistency. 

Billy still looks like a lost homeless man that wandered onstage. rm at a loss of how to 

communicate to bim that wandering around the stage does not translate into a character 

choice of defensiveness. 1 have asked him multipl.e times to make a different choice. I 

have even given him other choices and yet he does nothing! Next we run scene seven. 

1 had the opportunity to work on this scene before rehearsal with Josh and Billy. 

During our session we talked about their relationship and the back history of it. We 

discussed the symbolism of Adam's corduroy jacket versus the symbolism of Adam's 

new Tommy Hilfiger jacket. We also talked about the objectives and tactics of each 

character. Having had this time with them, Twas really interested to see ifthcy put all 
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our one-on-one time jnto play or not (I 'm not trying to be pessimistic, but it's happened 

before). To my pleasant surprise. they took our hard work and brought it into lhe scene. 

Josh was very realistic and Billy was engaged in the scene. listening and responding. 

Botb of them were focused and their objectives were coming through. After running 

scene seven, Josh, Billy and Cassie all had a short break so that I could run Evelyn' s 

monologue with Kelsey. Even though the monologue is still not yet memorized, r want 

her to get used to being up onstage: the pacing of the piece and the pronunciation of some 

of the words. The parts she has memorized have no meaning behind them. It's very 

obvious at this point sbe is just reciting words. After Kelsey 's monologue the fu ll cast 

came back and we ran scene seven just one more time to solidify it (the last Lime we ran it 

we changed the direction BilJy was sitting so more of the audience could see his face). 

Scene seven was still looking just as strong as when we had left it an hour before. We 

finish the evenjng with running scene three, whjch is still shaky. I am still giving the 

smne notes to Billy: be engaged, stop wandering around the stage, stick to the blocking I 

gave and move wilh purpose. Josh stop posing when you speak and bring it down, not so 

cartoo1iish. 

Monday, September 10, 2012 

Today was supposed to be tbe day that Kelsey and I worked on her monologue, 

but it is still not yet memorized, so Kelsey doesn't want Lo work on it. I had her read it 

out loud at least just so she wi ll become accusLOmed to projecting, other characters 

reactions, etc. After tJiis the other actors joined us. Today is cleanup day. We are 

tweaking any scenes that may need it, however. right now I feel like every scene needs it. 

We run the lawn scene first with Josh and Billy. Josh has remembered most of the work 
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we did on this scene last Thursday, but is getting a little cartoony. Billy, however, is 

reverting to awkward I3illy onstage and now be is makiDg up his own blocking which 

Josh was trying to follow and it was a hot mess. l stopped the scene and Courtney 

adjusted the blocking with the actors. I talked with both boys to refresh them on all the 

work we did Thursday and we ran it again. I may need to rework the exits, but for now 

we are moving on. Next we ru n the coffee shop scene. This scene bounces between 

being strong and weak. l don' t remember whose idea it was but we djd change Bil ly's 

entrance and Cassie's exjt. They are now entering and exjling on the stage left back 

staircase. That one change helped the scene immensely. I can't even begin to describe it: 

it just opened the scene up so much. My big hang up with the scene is that I lost Cassie's 

face during her big exit monologue and now that problem has been fixed. I just need to 

get Billy to not be so awkward in this scene and for Kelsey to be a bit more aggressive. I 

want the audience to be uncomfortable and ihat is not happening right now. After lhe 

coffee shop scene, we run the lawn scene again and fix the exit issues. It looks better, but 

as many times as we have run it, there is no consistency in Josh's lines. One time he is 

cartoony and the next he is realistic. His anger bui lds way too fast as well. ll goes from 

Philip joking wilh Adam to Philip screaming at Adam wi th no build. This scene could be 

so much more, but it's not going to be. At tl1is point, I just want us to be able to get 

through it knowing the lines and blocking. 

The actors got a five nlinute break and then we jumped into scene three. the living 

room scene, my Everest! The great Lhing about my actors is that for the most pan they 

are willi.ng to try anything. The gi rls come up with some really great ideas which are 

wonderfu l because with this scene we've worked on it so much that my brain is mush. 
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The blocking is what gets to me most. Cassie ends up in a corner and the audience 

misses her facial expressions through the rest of the scene. Then there is Billy who j ust 

wanders aimlessly around the stage. Tonight when we reworked it, l told him just to sil. 

DO NOT MOVE. sit and watch the action. He doesn' t understand that being still is so 

much more powerful. Not only does he not understand, he argues with me. This is a 

continual pattern. he argues all the time and it wastes rehearsal t ime. It took an hour and 

half to rework a few small changes in this scene and it was because Billy started arguing 

with me. Even the other actors were telling him to stop and just be quiet! The changes 1 

am making are to pull Cassie out of the corner so the audience could see her; it has 

nothing to do with Billy's blocking. We haven t even gollen to do a run through yet and 

tbe crew is coming to watch tomorrow night! 

Tuesday, September 11 , 2012 

Tonight was run through night!!!! Oh my goodness, l can't even believe what a 

train wreck it was. holy cow. AHHHJ-J! But first, let's start from Lhe top. 1 met with 

Billy and Ke lsey at 5:30pm so that we could mainly run through scene four. the bedroom 

scene. Billy just needs so much coaxing and run through to get thi s scene lo not look like 

he is complete ly uncomfortable and in bed w ith hi s grandma. So we go over this scene. 

My biggest obstacle with Billy is that he is in bis head whe n he should just be acting but 

at the same time he isn ' t connecting his words with anything so they just come out flat. 

r ve tried everything I know to do with Billy . I've done one-on-one rehearsa ls. coaching 

sessions; we d id imagery work together, f consis tently remind him of his moment before 

and hi s objective but it all falls out of hi s brain tbe moment the scene begins. I'm 

perplexed, so I' ve just started and continued directing the actors around hjm; that very 
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much includes tbe bedroom scene. I've just coached Kelsey to be excessively amorous 

and aITectionate with Billy (I even have had Kelsey sit on Billy's lap during notes so he 

will get more comfortable with her Louch ing him). 

From 6:30 to 7:30pm I work scene live, the park scene wi th Cassie and Billy. It's 

so interesting to me that Billy is still uncomfortable with tbe kissing scene with Cassie 

but not in the same way he is with Kelsey. I think it's really difficult for Bi I ly to separate 

real Lile and stage life ( I gatJ1er this because Billy tells me a ll the time in rehearsal that he 

is a nice guy and wouldn·c do whatever Adam, his character, is doi11g. I re mind him 

Adam is a character and not Billy). I say this because I tJ1ink Billy is a little intimidaLed 

by Kelsey as a person but not by Cassie as a person. Because of this. scene five. the park 

scene, is coming together much easier than scene four. the bedroom scene. My struggle 

with scene five is that the majority or the scene takes place seated with very little 

movement until the end. r think it 's powerful. There is power in stillness; I just bope it 

translates. 

Now let's discuss the run through. What a hot mess! For starters tonight was the 

very fi rst time we bad a ll of our props. ln the interest of time (not wanting to waste 

anyone·s time who was coming to watch the first run through) Lindsey and I tJ10ught we 

would use all of the props tomorrow night and just stick with the ones we bad been using 

thus far for tonight. instead we were asked lo delay the start of the show and proceed 

with all of the props so that everyone watching would have a better understanding of 

what was happening onstage. We were happy to oblige and proceeded to set up the props 

table. Once that was done we were able to begin. 
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Everything. everything we worked on just went down the tubes and with all lhe 

actors not just one specificaLly. Enunciation was gone, they alJ mumbled tlu·ough the 

entire show. The blocking at some points looked losl, the characterization and oqjectives 

were muddJed and tmclear. Josh and J3illy are bolh preempting reactions and Cassie is 

putting her hands in front or her face and I can't hear a word. Kelsey and Billy's 

characters both lacked any type of arc. After the run through I shared with them all or 

my notes and my frustrations, with both trying to be tactful. I was well tempered, but I 

did share with them everyU1ing I saw and the lack of work we 've done for the past three 

weeks. As usual. Billy bad a comeback and excuse for every note I gave him so much so 

that I had to tell him to stop talking back and to just say "ok"'. --Qk" was the only phrase 

he was allowed the rest of the night and this comes after T notice he is nol writing down 

any of hjs notes. So we stopped and waited for him to take out paper and pencil to write 

down the same notes I have given him for weeks. The rest of the cast wrote down every 

word I gave them. Some of the Doles are brand new, problems that bave never arrived 

before and some were things we had overcome but they are reverti ng back as soon as 

there was an audience. Emily, I have a meeting with you tomorrow to go over your notes 

and maybe at Lhat time I can get some feedback on bow to approach this more 

productively. 

Wednesday, September 12, 2012 PRODUCTION MEETING 

Our production meeting today was very quick. Everyone is finishing up last 

minute llungs for the show. Tim and .I im a.re trying to brainstorm ideas of how to quiet 

the projector in the black box. It is so noisy and the actors are baviJ1g a difficult time 

speaking over it. Jim also came up with the brilliant idea of gluing down all of the 
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·'supportive data" on pieces of board that are painted to look just like the tops of the 

boxes i11 the fi nal scene. This way all of the "suppo11ive data" can be seen clearly and it 

will cut our scene change time in half. What a simple and very effective ideal 

Wednesday, September 12, 2012 

Earlier today I was able to meet wilh Emily and get her notes from the first run 

tlu·ougb last night and discuss them with her at length. Many of her no tes were the same 

as mine, but yet she also bad noted tilings that I bad missed just from worki ng so closely 

on tbe show. I was also able to express my concerns and frustrations and not only get an 

outside opinion, but get suggestions on different approaches to the show and my actors. I 

was told as well that the majority of the language i11 the show needed to be cut out. All of 

these things will need to be addressed at rehearsal tonight. I am feeli ng more optimistic 

going into rehearsal tonight than l was last night after the run through. 

So tonight I started witb in forming the cast that much of the language in the show 

needed to be removed. My view on language is the same as with nudity, if it's necessary 

to Lbe progression of the sto ry, I'm okay with it. If ifs purely lhe playwright trying fo r 

shock value then I think it 's needless. However, I am also strongly against changing U1e 

dialogue of a scri pt; but in an educational theatre s ituation I completely undersLand. My 

actors were all tbe same way; they didn ' t want to at fi rst but understood why with 

exception to Billy who wouldn ' t use cmse words until I forced him to explai_ning that it 

was the way the dialogue was written. If he didn' t start saying them right away then 

when he did they would sound fo reign. 

After the dialogue d iscussion, we immedjately jumped into rehearsal runnmg 

scene one. lt was j ust as d isastrous as last night. Both actors are at fault, Billy and 
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Kelsey. Kelsey is using the excuse that Billy is giving her nothing to play off of and 

Billy has completely dropped his character and is Billy onstage. Their blocking has 

become j LLmblecl and they were lost. So we stop and go back to square one. r pulled 

Kelsey aside while Courtney refreshed Billy's blocking to hjm, 1 reminded Kelsey she is 

the more experienced actor and needs to be guiding Billy, who has lost his way. in the 

scene. I encouraged her that U1is is what actors do: they act even if they fee l that they are 

gelling nothing in return. We started the scene again and continued from there. By ten 

o·cl.ock we had only made it to scene five. At this point, ifT continue and keep my acto rs 

until the end of the show. we will he here until the wee hours o f Lhe morning. So we stop 

ru1d take five minutes and then we proceeded to go over all of my notes fo r those five 

scenes. I told lhem that at this point I was uncertain what to do; we will be starting tech 

on Friday and I fee l our show is a disaster. I shared with them U1at every time we fix 

something we com e right back the next day and they are bringu1g no thing. I j ust s imply 

said it was their choice on how hard they wanted to work on this show and whether we 

pull this off or not. Tben we adjourned for the nigbt. Emily stopped by after the actors 

had le ft and was horrified to learn that we didn 't make it throllgb a foll run. I explained 

that I unders tood her unmediate concerns, but scenes one thrnugh fi ve were a nightmare. 

Courtney and Lindsey both backed me up on that issue saying that I was NOT nitpicking 

at frivolous things, but at serious lack of character and blocking. At thjs point l was 

feeling defeated and d isappointed. This show has so many over and unde11ones, so many 

themes and symbols that we haven' t even began to scratch the surface on because our 

basics are missing. I feel very solid with Cassie's Jenny; we may have been able to dig 

deeper with Jenny if we had more time and if I hadn ' t spent so much time going over the 
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same notes and correcling blocking and lines. But I do take full responsibility; this is my 

show, my cast, my d irecting. It is only my fault U1at we are in the place we are in. 

Thursday, September 13, 2012 

Tonight was run through no matter what. We s tarted the evening off going over 

Emily's notes from the run through on Tuesday. The actors had really wanted to work on 

our trouble scenes yesterday so we waited to incorporate her notes tLnti I right now. Even 

though many of her notes were my notes too and there were things mentioned that 1 have 

been aware of s ince day one it was great to have it reiterated through someone e lse. After 

notes we took five and then started the run through. I to ld the actors if there were any 

major issues we' d re-run them after the run Lhrough. The run tlu·ough was rocky but we 

made il. There are still a lot of U,e same notes fo r Billy and Kelsey but there was a lso 

improvement, hooray. Again, I think it helped to have the no tes echoed by Emily. so 

they know it's not just me telling them these things. After talk ing with Emily r decided 

to nix the fishing po les in scene five. They are distracting, mainly because they just seem 

out of place. I was nervous about this scene anyway because of very I ittle movement 

now the actors are j ust s itting by a lake talk ing to each other. Their challenge will be to 

make the scene interesting with their words and reactions; there is no blocking to hide 

behind. Because of this change. we did run this scene after the full run U1rough. It looks 

nice. Cassie is definitely challenging Billy in this scene. It' s up to him to keep up with 

her and he is rising to tbe occasion, so far. Billy's biggest struggle, as l have said befo re, 

is to remember and incorporate everything we work on in each rehearsal and to bui ld 

upon it. I consistently have the same amount of no tes every night, s ix pages; in these six 

pages are the sam e notes over and over but now that we are at run through time l feel as if 
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notes might be sinking through a little bit more. In those six pages or notes are 

encouraging notes as well. When Billy, Kelsey or Josh remembers somcU1ing I have told 

them several times. I make a point of it. I encourage them so it wil l happen again. Cassie 

incorporates the first time, every time. 

Friday, September 14, 2012 CUE-TO-CUE 

Tonight was the most productive cue-to-cue I've ever done. That probably has a 

great deal to do with only a dozen sound cues and twenty-five lights cues. but it went 

weU. The costumes look fabulous and really added to the whole persona. As with any 

show I reaIJy saw more of a connection from the actors with their characters in the short 

snippets that we ran. The sound cues were a li llle tricky just because we were having 

issue with the sound board and transferring tJ1e cues through the board. Danny didn· t 

seem too concerned and said he thinks it wi ll be fixed by tomorrow. but the ones we 

heard sounded great alter level adjustments and setting. Unfortunately we will most 

likely have to reset levels once we gel the projector back in the theatre. The lights looks 

amazing. Tim really captured tJ1e symbolism/realism meets paintings theme we talked 

about. I le was very patient to try everything I wan ted to try and in the end he was right 

85% of the time, okay probably more like 95% of the time. But he still let me try th ings. 

He was also very helpful in small suggestion that I really fel t added a lot to the 

atmosphere. Tbe run crew was great. I was very hesitant about having scene changes; I 

didn't want them at all. After looking at our spaces and where each scene takes place and 

the usage of boxes for multiple scenes there was no way around it. Lindsey has done a 

wonderful job of malting die changes quick and quiet. I have requested that scene 

changes take place in a linear fashion as to keep the momentum and she has made that 
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happen. Danny suggested some great scene change music that just fits perfectJy. so the 

changes seem less of an interrnption. As long as I continue to surround myself with 

people that are more experienced and smarter than me, this may just all come together! 

Saturday, September 15, 2012 CUE-TO-CUE RUN THRU/ RUN THROUGH 

Having gotten through our cue-to-cue last night, this afternoon we ran through the 

show stopping to only fix teclrnical issues. Then this evening we were able to run the 

show with lights, sound and rnn crew. Dolllla and wardrobe were unable to be there so 

the actors stayed in their first scene costumes. The first run tlu·ough was a little rough 

with the run crew because we were missing a 1nember due to Neil Sedaka, but all in all it 

was still done well and quicldy. The crew does stomp like elephants, but tbat will be 

addressed with no problem. Danny was having technical issues again with the sound. 

Apparently when transferring from his computer to the board we arc losing part of the 

music. but between him. Jacob and Courtney, they all seem very confident that it will not 

be an issue. I also cut my Bany White song Crom the bedroom scene. As much as I love 

Barry, it was too much and a bit cheesy. Next lime Barry, nexl lime. The lights looked 

great. Tim said he does need to add a few I ights for specials, other than that it looks 

perfect. Cassie and Josh have really done a nice job with their characters. I believe 

Cassie and Josh have come a long way. He has taken di rection very well and brought his 

cartoooishncss down to a realistic level. Ke lsey and Billy. however, are frustration to no 

end. Bi lly because he just does not take dir,ection. As you (Emily) and T have discussed 

at length, he is undirectable. However, 1 continue to give him the same notes over and 

over, hoping it will click one of these times. 1 am optimistic, at least a tiny bit, that he did 

incorporate some of my notes from the first rnn through to the second run through. But 
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they are tiny thiJ1gs like a tweak in blocking, never anything character oriented. 

1-Jowever, after the second run through l did want to kill him. He looked more awkwru·d 

than ever in the bedroom scene tonight. We've run t hat scene so many times and tonight 

he froze up. f-fe did the same at the end of scene eight in the coffee shop when he is 

supposed to be begging Evelyn for forgiveness, he reverted back to Billy onstage. When 

I asked him about it, he shrugged telling me he did a good job and didn 't know whal l 

merull. This of course after the cast as a whole has forced him, once more, lo take notes! 

Then there is Kelsey who wants to blame everyone else for her lack of work on this 

character. She has put work into Evelyn but not nearly d1e amount needed. I do 

understand that it is difficult acting with someone that is not &riving much of anything, bu t 

isn·t that what actors do, ACT! So ACT like he is giving you something, Kelsey! And 

stop re/Ling me that your character is SL!tfering because ofBilly, Evelyn is St!fferingjust 

as much.fi·om you too! rriday afternoon Kelsey and l worked on her monologue, the first 

time we·ve really gotten to because she was not off book until Thursday. The sarne thing 

happened when workiJ1g on her monologue, she tJied to tell me that it wasn' t ready and 

looked (lat because I have not given her adequate rehearsal time. To wluch I quickly 

reminded her that when I tried to schedule monologue rehearsals multiple times, she 

didn't want to because she was not off book. She dido ' t get off book until Thursday. 

This is after having the script since April! I understand that for some it is easier to 

memorize with blocking but I reminded Ke lsey in the professional settings that I have 

worked, the actors show up memorized. I feel like this is a big deal to Kelsey, but not a 

priority and that is incredi bly frustrating, because for Pippin and me, it's our number one 

priority! 
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Aller the rehearsal tonight, when all was said and done and everyone had gone 

home but me, Pippin and Jim. I was discussing technkalities with Jim. After some 

talking (and he hearing my notes to my actors) he inquired ir I was feeling frustrated and 

why. I simply said I was frustrated with some of my actors nnd lefl it at that. Without 

hesitation. he knew I was frustrated with Billy and Kelsey. I le did proceed Lo tell me that 

the show was night and day better than the run through he had watched on Tuesday night. 

That was encouraging. 

Monday, September 17, 2012 

Tonight things were a bit chaotic al first. We had a miscommunication with our 

call time. Courtney sent out an email that half the actors did not get and then Kelsey just 

ignored it ( I know that because she told me so). Courtney was stressed and the 

unknowing actors were stressed. But afler some communicat ion, it was fine. I hac.l 

gotten the last few costume pieces from Donna and added props from Krista. Lindsey 

organized the props table, Court got lights and sound in place and we al l briefed Saki 

(quick change girl) on what a quick change was and how to execute it. With everything 

in place we began on time. The run was fairly successful. The technical side definitely 

needed the rehearsal for scene changes. quick changes. correcting cues, but all in all they 

did a terrific job. Anytlli11g that might have been a mistake. they were already aware and 

fi xing it before I brought it up. Some of the lighting things that need to be adjusted Tim 

said will be handled tomorrow. The lights, sound and costumes just added so much lo the 

show. 

The actors over all did well. Josh was a bit cartoony to11ight and I don"t know if 

that is because we had a night off or what and Billy reverted back to some of his Bi lly-
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isms. But Cassie was consistent and Kelsey was too, for Lhe most part. I just need to get 

her to stop her Kelsey-isms and to loosen up during her monologue, which I know is 

difficult because of the lenglh and I want her to be stoic. it just gets long in some points. 

Billy, however, did ask me to work on scene ten (yahl) wi th him this afternoon which we 

did and I could see a considerable difference. I just need him to remember U1at through 

the rest or U1e run. Overall though, we are in a much better place than thjs time last 

week. much better. On a side note. originally the exhibit displays for the end or scene ten 

were a hot mess and Kelsey was having a really difficu lt time getting her lines and 

blocking out while also trying lo put together the "display boxes". During a production 

meeting, Jim came up with a brilliant idea of gluing everything down and having her just 

place a tew items. He totally saved the day with that notion and it looked fabulous 

ton ight. 

Tuesday, September 18, 2012 

Everything preshow-wise tonight went very smoothly. The run crew. et all have 

their pre-show routi11e down pat. Rebecca Berin came by to do a quick pre-show 

interview for the Legacy. that was fun. Oh and walking into lhe Lbeatre today I was 

surprised to be greeted by not only the actor's smiling faces, but my own as wel l in the 

lobby display case. I' m not lhrilled about tbat. r lold Peter I did not want my pictme up 

there, but it is a small thing and not even worth mentioning lo rum. However, it might 

have oot been his call to begin with. He has enough going on. But I was caught off 

guard. I onJy agreed to the picture because Luis talked me into it saying if I ask the 

actors to do it I should too, which I agreed with ... the piclure, not the display. Anyways, 

all the ljltle small technical U1ings that needed to be fixed were. I did have a bit of an 
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issue with Serena, the otJ1er props girl. I told ber the colored water used for wine was 

staining the actor's teeth. She responded with telling me to tell the actors not to drink it. 

Not okay Serena. Il wouldn't be a big deal if this was the first t ime, but she has done this 

before. I ask for something (nothing outrageous) and she acts like l ' m being ridiculous or 

that it's an inconvenience for her. I don' t like that. If l ask for grape juice, j ust say okay 

unless you have a different plan or I'm just being insanely outlandish. So as a result, 

Pippin offered to bring Kool-Aid and l'm bringing iced tea for the whisky. something she 

was supposed to do and did not. Al tllis point in the rehearsal process I was picking my 

battles and this was not one that was worth making a big deal over. 

Our new Adjunct Professor, Debbie Phi lips, came to see the show and l had the 

opportunity to finally meet her. Donnell Walsh also came. Both were very 

complimentary about the show which was very kind. Debbie made a point to say she 

knew the show but had not seen it before. She thought it was very strong choice for me 

to have as my thesis project and thought it was very wel l done. She told me that she was 

glad I did Ll0t shy away from the show because of its provocative nature and that I had 

directed it very tastefully. She then proceeded to tell me she thought I was very talented. 

It was very kind of her to say since sbe does not know me from Adam (pun intended). 

Donnell did point out a few minor thfogs to me that l hadn' t been seeing because l was 

working so closely with the production: which Emily, you and l had talked about at 

length. I le pointed out tl1i L1gs such has as Kelsey wearing her purse throughout scene two 

which made him as an audience member anxious thinking she would be ·leaving at any 

moment. Or that Kelsey wore a tank top i.n scene three while everyone else wore 

sweaters and coats: so they were just continuity issues more than anything. Both Donnell 
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and Debbie commented on the difficulty of the blocking with a thrust stage and were very 

complimentary on my execution of the blocking. I really appreciated their words: the 

blocking was a huge challenge for me in this particular space especially for this 

production where every scene bas a specific purpose and is bui lding towards the ending 

climax. 

Wednesday, September 19, 20l2 

Tonight was our fina l dress rehearsal. Initia lly we had invited local high schools 

to come for preview night, but none or them respo nded. J'm afraid it was due to the 

controvers ial material and the adult content that we advertised as being in the show. 

hope this does not foretell what our audiences will be like for tbe weekend. I decided no t 

to give notes a fter this performance unless of course something insane happens that has 

never happened before. r' ve been repeating the same notes for the past week so either 

my actors are going to implement the notes or they are not. It's up to them. Speaking of 

which, tbey d id implement some. For what we sta11ed with verses whe re we ended I am 

pleased. Billy s till drove me crazy with his two d imensional portrayal and his Billy

isms, Josh with his preemptive fac ial expressions and Ke lsey with her Hat final 

monologue but again these are all notes given during the entire rehearsal process a□d I 

don' t know what more to do. But T do feel that we are at lhe place of needing an 

audience. J think they wi ll excel with an audience. 

Thursday, September 20, 2012 PERFOMANCE #1 

At this po int in the process my cast j ust needs an audience. They have peaked, 

fo rtunately for us it was opening night. The audience was very responsive, which is both 

beneficia l and can be hurtful at the same time. However, for to night it was just the boost 
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of confidence that the cast needed. The audience laughed with them. gasped with I hem 

and bought into the journey and Lhe story as a whole. It really fell like it aU came 

together. They received a standing ovation! I overheard Lhe compliments that the 

audience was giving each one of them after the show. Cassie, as an actress, was an 

audience favorite (or at least that was what the audience shared with me) and Evelyn, as a 

character, stirred some strong negative emotions. It was just the reactions that I had 

hoped for, the audience left with strong emotions whether pro or con towards Evelyn. I 

only hope tomorrow nighf s audience is the same way. That is the negative side to an 

amazing opening night audience, you just hope that the other audiences are tbe same way. 

Friday, September 21, 2012 PERFORMANCE #2 

Tonight's audience was not the same way, they were not as vocally responsive. 

They were much more introverted. This audience wok longer to laugh and they were 

more o[ chucklers than bursters. It threw the cast at fast, but once they started hearing 

the delayed laughter 1 think it reassured them. However, the auuience did gasp at the 

Jenny-Adam kiss in scene five. So far, these past two night that is how I have gauged if 

the audience is with us or not - do they gasp at the kiss? Both last night and tonight I was 

able to sit among lhe audjence. Tonight there was more whispering between scenes than 

last night and it made me wonder if the audience was starling to ligure out the story 

before the end. However, just like last night the audience was very complimentary to the 

actors after the performance and J overheard many of them say they did not see the end 

coming and that could not believe t.hat someone would do something like that. l 'm going 

Lo take Lhat as a win! 
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Saturday, September 22, 20 12 PERFORMANCE #3 

Well my heart skipped a beat when 1 fast arrived at the theatre tonight. our 

projector was having some issues, but thanks to Michelle. the projector operator, we had 

things up and runni ng before the house opened. Tonight's audience was a mix of both 

Thursday's and Friday's. They weren't bursting out loud li ke Thursday but tbey were 

laughing faster than Friday and catching onto the action much faste r. Tonight's 

perfo rmance I watched from the booth. I love the perspective up there, I couldn't hear 

everything that was happening but I could watch the people and their body language. 

The majority of the audience d idn't move. That was a concern of mine. The show runs 

close to two hours long and I d id no t want to have an intermission. My concern was that 

people would get fidgety and stir in their cha irs, interrupting audience members around 

them. However. that did no t seem to happen. Everyone watched pretty intently. T his 

audience was s.lower. though. on the applause. I don't know if they were stil l taki ng it all 

in or wandering if it was over, but the actors were mid bow before the applause started. 

But once again, the audiences post show greetings to the cast members were very 

complimentary. Again, I received strong feedback of Cassie being a natmal onstage, but 

l also received strong praise about Billy and his stage presence. I had a few students ask 

me about Josh and who he was and, as always, I had strong react ions to Evelyn. I was 

happy to hear all of these Ulings because tonight being in the booth I was unable to hear ir 

U1e audience gasped at the kiss. 

Sunday, September 23, 2012 PERFORMANC E #4 

Today 's performance is bitter-sweet. [ mn exhausted, and I know my cast is as 

well. and 49% of me is ready for this experience to come to an end. BUT, if s my thesis. 
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lt's what 1 have been working towards for two and half years, and really focused on for 

the past six months. lt bas been what I eat, sleep, and dream about and in a matter of 

hours. ifs over. Before t he show s tarted I made it a point to talk to my actors and te ll 

them w hat a journey this had been for me and I couldn ·r imagine going Lbrough this with 

another group of actors. E veD after a ll the frustration that I bad with Billy. I learned so 

much about m yself and my abilities that [ would have not learned the same way without 

him. The same with Kelsey, she is my dear friend but she drove rue a little nuts (as l'm 

sure I did her). I had to learn how to deal w ith that and s till conduct myse lf in the most 

professional way possible, well as professiona l as I conduct myself:) 

Sunday's audience was a good way to end. They were neither our largest nor 

smaJlest aud i.ence, but they were vocal and on our s ide. Much like Friday's audience. thi s 

audience caught on to the jokes and had fun. Again I watched the show from the booth, 

observing the body language. There was a little mo re n1ovement than Saturday but not 

much; and in the end we received our second standing ovatio n of the run! 
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1. Given Ci rcumstances 

A. Environmenta l Facts 

i. Geographical 

J\PPENDfX B 

Script Analysis 

1. The world of this play takes place in a smaJI town outside Omaha, NE. 

Evelyn refers to the fact she attends Clarkson College, which is located in 

Omaha ( I 17). 

2. The characters all describe the town as a small town or a little college 

town (33, 34, 58. 118). 

3. The town is conservative. which is evident by the naked statue being 

covered with a pasty (9). The town is also run democratically, hence the 

townspeople making a petition to have the statue covered. The idea of a 

religion is existent from Evelyn's corrunent, " it' s suppose to be a ·god.' 

you know ... that's what reall y pissed ·cm off." (9). Jenny states that every 

time she and Phil ip want to see a new movie they have to drive to town 

(91 ). Tl1is statement further supports this play takes place i□ a small town. 

ii. Date a□d Tin1e 

I. The play begins January 9th, the fifth day of winter semester ( I 19). 

2. Scene 1: January 9th, the fifth day of winter semester (1 19). 

Scene 2: Adam and Evelyn allude to the fact it' s been a few weeks. 

Adam has been on his exercise routine and Evelyn, Phi l and Jenny are 

all noticing a change. Furthermore Evelyn comments that Adam·s hair 
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is longer (16, 25). 

Scene 3: Philip mentions that he, Je1111y, Evelyn and Adam have all been 

on a few double dates by this time, it is a week or two after scene two (35) 

Scene 6: It's 10:15am on a Wednesday (59). 

Scene 7: Philip tells Adam he saw Evelyn the week before and she said 

Adam had just had a procedure done; his rhinoplasty is in the previous 

scene (76). 

Scene 8: Evelyn says that her art showi11g is io a couple of weeks, but that 

she j ust saw Phil ip a few days ago, referencing the same meeting that 

Philip was mentioning in scene seven. Concluding that scene eight is just 

about a day after scene seven (90, 10 I) 

Scene 9: Evelyn states in her presentation that it has been eighteen weeks 

since she first began her human sctLI pture ( I 18) 

3. Evelyn references the television show Kung Fu ( 13) which ran from 

1972-75, thus the play takes place after this time period. Philip and Jenny 

both reference their wedding plans wli icb is evident that this is a modem 

Lime that recognizes marriage both socially and politically (26. 27). Adam 

casuaJ ly uses U1e term · gay' as slang, the world of this play is in a 

modem time where Lhe slang term gay is used and homosexuality is 

common place (5 1). The term 'god' is used as slang throughout the script 

showing more evidence this play is taking place in a more modern time 

period that is liberal in the obscenities. Adam gets a rhinoplasty, 

cosmetic surgery is acceptable and common enough in this town tbat it has 
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it's own plastic surgeon (59). Philip calls Evelyn the "artist formerly 

known as Evelyn" a reference to the artist Prince who changed bis name to 

a symbol in 1993. This world takes place after 1993. 

B. Previous Action *the order is learnedji·om !he script, nm chronological * 

Adam and Evelyn met before the museum meeting, when Evelyn 

was at Adam's other job, the video store, and he assisted her when she was unable 

to find a movie. Seven or eight years ago the townspeople wrote a petition to 

have the naked statue·s genitals covered with a pastie. Jenny and Adam met 

previously in college class where they sat next to each other. For rour months 

Jenny was borrowing Adam·s pencil to get him to notice her but be never asked 

her out. Instead Jenny met Philip through Adam and he asked her out 

immediately, lhey·ve been dating ever since which lead to their engagement. 

Evelyn does deface the naked statue with spray paint. When Philip and Jenny 

first started going out Philip was seeing another girl named Jenny too. After 

Philip and Evelyn's big fight, Philip said to Jeru1y that Adam could do worse than 

Evelyn. Adam bas a scar on his back from a kid throwing a stick al him in the 

fast grade; it makes him self-conscious to wear tank tops. Evelyn used to cut her 

wrists when she was a teenager to get attention. Philip ran into Evelyn downtown 

and she told him that Adam was recovering from a procedure. Philip told Evelyn 

Jenny had kissed Adam in the park. Evelyn already knew because she had 

sneaked a peek into Adam 's journal. To get even with Adam and Jenny, Evelyn 

kissed Phi lip . .J enny con.fessed to Philip that she had met Adam in the park and 

aJler talking wi th him she kissed hjm_ During freshman year Philip would 
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constantly ask Adam to throw out hi s corduroy jacket because it lost them dates 

cons tantly. Before Evelyn Adam hadn' t had a date in two years. One night at 

dinner Adam was very chatty with a waitress and left her an extra three dollar tip. 

Evelyn was upset at the supposed 0irting. Jenny ended her engagement to Phi Lip 

after seeing Adam and Evelyn togeth er. Two days before Evelyn 's big reveal 

Adam proposed and gave her an engagement ring. Five months before the 

museum meeting, Evelyn was given a challenge by her advisor to change the 

wo rld. Tl1is chal lenge is what sparked her idea for a human sculpture, instead of 

changing the world she would change one life. During the pas t eighteen weeks 

while working on her " thesis" Evelyn made sure to be very vis ible around town 

with Adam. For their first date Adam and Evelyn went to Pizza Hut and Adam 

had his first vegetarian meal of a spinach and mushroom calzone with a salad. 

Evelyn had planned on using someone else for her '·base material" when she 

spotted Adam, a more pe rfect specimen. In order to meet Adam Evelyn came up 

with the plan of defacing the naked s tatue at Adam's work so the ir meeting would 

seem co incidental. Adam tattooed Evelyn's initials on his body. Evelyn skipped 

third grade. 

I. Dialogue 

A. The dialogue in this script is realistic. throughout. La Bute makes use of slang 

as well as profanity for a ll four characters. The sound is both short and choppy 

fo r arguments and long, flowing in conversation. In the finale scene Evelyn 

has a five page monologue that at times sounds like a rant. 
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B. Choices of Words 

I. Picture of Dorian Gray: The Picture of Dorian Gray is the only 

published novel by Oscar Wilde, appearing as the lead story in 

Lippincolt's Monthly Magazine on 20 June 1890, printed as the July 1890 

issue of this magazine. 

2. Cabaret: Cabaret is a I 972 musical film directed by Bob Fosse and 

starring Liza Minnelli, Micbael York and Joel Grey. 

3. Dirty Dancing: Dirty Dancing is a I 987 American romance film, written 

by Eleanor Bergslein and directed by Emile Ardolino, the film features 

Patrick Swayze and Jennifer Grey, daughter of Joel Grey. 

4. Aesthetic: pertainiJ1g to a sense of the beautiful 

5. Fornccclli : an artist La13ute created as the creator of the sculpture Evelyn 

is preparing to deface in the openi_ng scene. 

6. Kung Fu: (1972-1975) is an American television series that starred 

David Carradine. 

7. Henry H iggins: the main character in both George Bernard Shaw's 

Pygmalion aJ1d Alan Jay Lerner's My Fair lady. 

8. Take Back the Night Rally : (a lso known as Reclaim the Night) is an 

internationally held march and rally intended as a protest and di rect 

action against rape and other forms of sexual violence. 

9. Gallant: (of a person or thei r behavior) Brave; heroic. 

l 0. Acronym: a word formed from the in itial letters or groups of letters of 

words in a set phrase or series of words 
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11. Sadist: is the derivation of pleasure as a result of inflicting pain or 

watching pain inll icted on others. 

12. Quadrophenia: is a 1979 British film, loosely based around the 1973 

rock opera of the same name by The Who. 

13. Charles Dickens: Charles John lluffum Dickens was an English writer 

and social critic who are generally regarded as the gre-atest novelist of the 

Victorian period and the creator of some of the world's most memorable 

fictional characters. 

14. Metamorphosis: is a short story by Franz Kafka, first published in 1915. 

15. Frankenstein: or, The Modern Prometheus is a novel written by Mary 

Shel ley about a creature produced by an unorthodox scientific 

experiment. 

16. Little House on the Prairie : is an American Western drama television 

series about a family living on a farm in Walnut Grove, Minnesota. in Lhe 

1870s and 1880s. 

17. Apropos: (1) fitting; at the right time; to the purpose; opportunely. (2) 

Obsolete. By the way. 

18. Ambiguity: ( I) doubtful.ness or uncertainty of meaning or intention: to 

speak with ambiguity; an amhiguity of manner (2) an unclear. indefinite. 

or equivocal word 

19. Gregor Samsa: the main character of Franz Kafka's short story The 

Melamorphosis. 
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20. Picasso: Pablo Ruiz y Picasso. known as Pablo Picasso, was a Spanish 

painter, sculptor . printmaker, ceramicist, and stage designer who spent 

m ost of his adult life in France. 

21. Ritalin: is a psychostimulant drug approved for treatment o f ADHD or 

attention-deficit hyperactivity disorder. 

22. Conjugal Visit: is a scheduled period in which an inmate of a prison is 

pennitted to spend several homs or days in pri vate with a visitor, usually 

their legal spouse. 

23. Query: a question: an inq uiry 

24. Manifesto: a written publ ic declaration of the intentions, motives. o r 

views of U1e issuer, be it an individua l, group, political party or 

government 

25. Anarchy: used to refer to a society without a publicly enforced 

government o r v iolently enforced poli tical authority 

Choices of Phrases and Sentence Structure 

The sentence structure of this script bas two distinct styles. T he first style 

is a longer sentence slructure that nows back and forLb in a comfortable, 

conversational sty le. LaBute uses it for conversaLions between Adam and Jenny, 

Adam and Philip and Phili p and Jenny. ft is apparent. from this style throughout 

the script, that these tlu·ee characters have been friends for a few years and are 

comfo11able interacting with eacb other. Evelyn also uses this sly le in the 

presentation scene when she de livers her five-page monologue. 
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The second sentence structure style is short, choppy sentences. I ,aBute 

uses this style to single out Evelyn as an outsider. She is the new addition to this 

group of friends. Her sentences with each of the other characters are short, 

choppy and aggressive with exception to lhe presentation scene and her bedroom 

scene with Adam. when her sentences are long, flowing and conversational. 

Adam, Ph.iljp and Jenny all use the short , choppy style as well but only when 

arguing wilh each other or Evelyn. 

There are no common, repeated plu-ases in this script. 

This script is written in unelevated prose throughout. 

C. Choice of images 

I. Pg. 26-27 Philip and Jenny have decided to have an underwater wedding in an 

aquarium. The audience envisions the minister, Philip and Jenny all in 

wetsuits and scuba gear swimming in a gigantic glass aquari um. Jenny wears 

a veil; Philip wears a bow tie as they recite their vows to one another. The 

audience should feel the same absurdity towards this image as they feel at the 

not.ion of Pllilip and Jenny getting married. 

2. Pg. 30-36 Evelyn spray painted a penis on lhe naked statue in Lhe art 

museum. Tbe audience envisions Evelyn in the museum with her can or 

spray paint stepping over the velvet rope and spray paiJ1ling a penis on the 

pastie and upper thigh that covers the naked statue's genitals. The audience 

should take from this an image of rebellion and of complete neglect and 

respect fo r the piece or arL, much like the complete neglect and respect for 

Adam. her piece of art. 
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3. Pg. 88 Adam Lelis Philip lhat he Look his old corduroy jacket Lo Goodwill . 

The audience envisions Adam admiring himself in a mirror wearing his new 

coat. Then he looks over at the corduroy coat clumped in a pile on the floor. 

picks it up and starts lo throw it away but feels guilLy and takes it to Goodwil l 

instead. The audience feels the slight sadness that is on Adam· s face as he 

looks at his old coat but lhey also feel the immediate excitement of a new 

coat. 

4. Pg. I 00 Evelyn tel l Adam and Jenny that sbe read about their drive in Adam's 

journal. The audience envisions Adam and Jenny in a convertible v-dub. both 

wearing sunglasses, Jenny wearing a scarf that blows in the wind. They are 

driving down a long winding road laughing and smiling. The audience is 

feeling complete l'reedom and joy in the midst of the argument that is 

cun-ently being had amongst Lhe three. 

D. Choice of Peculiar Characteristics 

This script has no real distinctive characteristics. Jt docs take place at 

Clarkson Col lcge and there arc references throughout the script that the characters 

arc in a small. college town in the Midwest. According to Google.com, Clarkson 

College is located in Omaha. NE, so a Midwestern accent and rhythm would be 

appropriate. 

E. Structure of Lines and Speeches 

This script is a combination of rhythmic lines that flow back and forlh in 

conversational style due to the close friendship of' Adam. Philip and Jenny. This 

conversational style shows the comfort or the group. In contrast. U1ere are the 
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short, choppy and aggressive lines deli vered by Evelyn. l believe LaBute writes 

her this way to separate her as an outsider to the group. Adam, Philip and Jenny 

all use these short. choppy li nes as well but only when arguing wi th Evelyn or 

amongst each other. Evelyn' s sentence structure does change to the flowing 

conversational lines twice. once when she is in bed with Adam. She uses this 

structure to manipulate him, later she uses it during her big reveal in Lhe 

presentation scene, where she delivers her five page monologue. At thjs time she 

uses the conversationa l style to j ustify her acLions to Lhe audience. 

ln this script. LaBute does not use capitalization. Every line is written 

with lower case lettering and he uses the ellipsis quite oHen. Many of his li nes 

end in the ellipsis, but also he uses it frequently in his longer paragraph style lines 

in place of a pause. Ln some of the short, choppy sentences La Bute will substitute 

a s lash(/) in place of a comma or a period. Moreover in Lhe author's notes al the 

beginning of the play it is sa id that LaBute often uses the s lash in specific lines to 

deno te characters interrupting or overlapping each o ther. 

111. Characters 

A. Adam and Philip are fo rmer roommates (28). Jenny met Adam through c lass 

(29) and now Jenny is Philip's fiancee (25). Evelyn met Adam while trying to 

deface a naked statue at the museum where he works and Adam inLroduced 

Evelyn to Philip and Jenny ( 1-5, 25). 

B. Adam works two jobs; the museum and a video store (1,2, 4). He is mjddle to 

lower c lass due lo his need for two jobs and still requires student loans to go 

to school ( 11 ). I lowever, in the end of the play he is able to purchase an 
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engagement ring for Evelyn ( 117). Adam is not noticed ofteL1 by the opposite 

sex and lmtil Evelyn's changes to him; he was not noticed by anyone (39, 

128). Evelyn is an art student (10). Her art work is exceptional enough that 

the university has granted her a full scholarship (34). Evelyn fee ls no remorse 

or guilt for any of her choices regarding Adam and is at a complete loss of 

why he is so angry and hurt (122, 126). Phi lip is an undergrad student that 

makes enough money to go to school and live on his own (30. 36). He is 

having second thoughts about his marriage to Jenny and is relieved when the 

engagement falls apart ( 11 4). Philip is not someone to be perceived as 

' sweet,' even Jenny doesn't th ink so (48). Philip has a history of infidelity 

with Jenny (48-49). Jenny is a student (29). She stays with Philip even 

though she knows of his infidelities ( 48-49). Jenny has [eel ings for and kisses 

Adam despite her engagement to Philip (56-57). 

C. Adam is in love with Evelyn ( 11 0). Adam and Philip are friends and former 

roommates but Adam does think that Philip is an idiot and annoying at times 

(28, 73-75). Adam thinks Jenny is amazing and too good for Philip (50-5 1 ). 

Evelyn thinks of Adam as her creation, her art thesis ( 120). She thinks Philip 

is obnoxious and a prick (34, 37). Evelyn is tlu·eatened by Jenny and her 

relationship wi th Adam ( I 00-1 05). Philip thinks Adam has turned into 

Evelyn's lap dog (37). He also starts out thinking Evelyn is a bitch, but later 

tells Jenny Adam could do worse (37, 52). Philip U1inks Jenny is a good 

kisser (Pg. 79) but that they are loo young to get married (81 ) . Jenny has had 

a crush on Adam for three years (57). She is in awe of the positive changes 
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that Evelyn has brought lo Adam·s lile (55). Jenny says she loves Philip (48-

49). 

1. Adam is d1c protagonist. 

11. Evelyn is the antagonist. 

D. Adam sees himself as a nobody, bul was always contenl with that notion (23, 

124). Evelyn secs herself as an artist and only that ( 122). Philip Lhinks that 

his good-looks make up for a multitude of his personality flaws (75) and that 

he quite the lady's man (29). Jenny secs herself as just an average girl. She 

doesn ' t th ink she is super smrui. or artsy or cool, just average ru1d that in fine 

( I 06). 

E. Polar Atti tudes 

In this script r found that both Adam and Evelyn had Polar Attitudes. 

Adam (to Evelyn): ·· i run so sure. i love you ... " ( I I 0). After spending time dating 

Evelyn and getting to know her Adam has fallen in love with Evelyn. 

Adam (lo Evelyn):·· yeah, well. tell me how ·cute· this one is, then ... up yours, 

you heartless cunt.'' ( 127). Aftl!r Evelyn reveals to Adam that their relationship 

was a facade and be was her art thesis. Adam is broken and hurt and has fallen out 

or love with Evelyn. 

Adam (to Evelyn): '·was any of it true?'" Evelyn (to Adam): " ... no, not really." 

(134). 

Evelyn reveals to Adam that none of their relationship was real fo r her and that 

the whole thing was a facade. 
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Evelyn (to Adam): "in your bed, one night. when you leaned over and whispered 

in my ear. .. remember? ... and I whispered back to you, I said .. . ! meant that. I did." 

(137). Despite Evelyn's ability to comparunentalize her feelings and her 

insistence of the relationship being false. in the end she did speak one tru th to 

Adam. 

F. Adam 's super objective is to keep Evelyn as his girliriend at any cost (40, 

110-1 11). 

Evelyn 's super objective is getting results from her human sculpture (120). 

Philip's super objective is to regain tbe ro le of alpha-male in his friendship with 

Adam (37, 89, 113). 

Jenny's super objective is /\dam. She has had fee lings for him for three years and 

now she wants him as her boyfriend (57). 

Each of the character's super objectives is the foundation for thei r 

personal scene o~jecti ve throughout the production. For example, in scene two 

Evelyn has already staked out Adam as her human sculpture and made contact. 

At this point in the play she has made subtle suggestions of life changes that be 

has taken and acted on, her scene objecti ve is to reinforce the positive changes so 

she can continue to get her endi11g results. Adam accepts the compliments and 

reassures her that he is doing these Life changes for her, supporting his desire to do 

anyth ing to keep Evelyn as his girlfr iend. Philip and Jenny are the san1e way. In 

scene five. Jenny works up the nerve to kiss Adam even though she is engaged. 

She lhen tells Adam she has wanted to do that fo r three years. Jenny's scene 

o~jective is the same as her desire. to do whatever is necessary lo get Adam to be 
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her boyfriend. In scene seven, Philip mocks Adam for his new jacket and says 

that he hopes the next time he sees /\dam he will recognize him due to all of 

Evelyn's influence. Philip's scene objective is to use mockery to show Adam 

how much Evelyn is influencing him into becoming a different person. Philip 

hopes that Adam won't like it, stop the changes. break up with Evelyn and go 

back to being Philip's beta male. 

G. Adam's motivation is that he thinks he is in love witb Evelyn. By his own 

admission he had not bad much experience with women and it amazed that 

Evelyn is interested in him (23. 39). Adam's will is very strong, at Evelyn·s 

request he has a rhiooplasty and stops associating with his only friends (64, I 11-

11 2). 

Evelyn's motivation is a successful a rt thesis so she can graduate (10, 13 l ). 

Evelyn's wil I is very strong. For eighteen weeks she kept up the facade of bolh 

physical and an emotional relationsb_ip without getting emotional ly involved 

herself ( 118, 120). 

Philip's motivation is that be is afraid to be alone; in Adam's case he was Philip's 

best friend and beta male. Adam's ro le as companion was replaced by Jenny 

when she and PhiJ_ip started dating. Now Pbilip thinks be is too young to get 

married but if he breaks up with Jenny he will be alone (80). Philip's wi ll is semi

strong, he continues to date Jenny even though he doesn' t feel right about the 

marriage and she kisses Adam (57. 11 4). However, in the end they do break up 

and Philip is alone (I 14). 
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Jenny's motivation is that Phj li p is second best. She has always had feel ings fo r 

Adam but Philip is the one w ho made the move to ask her out (28-29, 57). She 

says she loves Philip but never says sbe is in love w ith Phi lip (49). Jenny's will is 

strong. in the end she is the one to break o ff the engagement ( 114). 

11. Adam: Adam's moral stance is high but questionable . He did kiss JeLmy while 

he was in a relationship and she was engaged; however. Jenny then confessed her 

indiscretion lo Philip and Adam's relationship ended up beiJ1g a facade. Adam 

never d id anything morally wrong throughout the script, but had the story 

continued further, w ithout Evelyn s reveal. it is plausible thaL be would have done 

something mo rally wrong had Evely n asked. 

Evelyn: Evelyn has a low moral stance wi th relation to moral responsibil ity. She 

placed her objectives and des ires above the emotional well-being of Adam (120). 

Philip: Ph ilip·s mo ra l slaJ1ce is medi um to high. He d id make Adam awase of 

Evelyn's inJl uence over him and that he djdn' t agree with it but never did 

anything vu1dictive to break them up. He did the same fo r his relationship with 

Jenny. Philip made it apparent to Adam that he thought they were too young (to 

marry) but he bad full intention of marrying Jenny (80). Jenny was the one to 

break off t he e.ngagcment ( 114). 

Jenny: .Jenny's moral stance is higb. Sbe did kiss Adam whi.le she was engaged to 

Philip, but then immediately confessed to Philip her indiscretion (79). W hen she 

realized she was unhappy with PbiJip iJ1stead of going through with the marriage 

she broke it off (1 14 ). 
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V. Idea 

A. Meaning of the Title 

The meaning of the title, The Shape r?[Things, comes from a line in 

the script. Evelyn is presenting her thesis project, Adam, in the final scene of the 

play. She explains that Adam's transformation from geek to chic is a ·'Uving. 

breathing example of our obsession wi th the surface of things, the shape of them" 

(121). 

B. Philosophical Statement of the Play 

During an interview LaBute was asked his motivation behi.nd writing The Shape 

<?f Things. He explained that a woman once asked if In the Company of Men 

could be done in role reversal, two women preying on one man. At the time 

LaBute replied ·no' but explained that this tiny spark was his inspiration for 

Shape. BoU, Company and Shape tell the story or an individual that uses 

seduction and flattery to build a fa lse relationship wi th an unsuspecting victim. In 

tbe end both victims are devastated by the truth, while the predator shows no 

remorse. These works both suppott the philosophical U,eme of Shape. The 

theme being that we are all victims or slaves at some point in our lives. Adam 

obviously a victim (slave) to Evelyn, Jenny a victim (slave) to her feel ings for 

Adam. Philip a victim (slave) to his insecurities and Evelyn a victim (slave) to her 

art and the lengths sbe wi 11 go for it. 

C. Symbolism 

I. Adam: for Evelyn A.darn is symbolic of the perfect sculpture or rut 

project. She took a lump of clay, Adam, and molded it into a work 
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2. 

3. 

4. 

of art with her words and actions. Evelyn states during her thesis 

presentation. '·Now. my work will fade. to be sure. Like chipping 

marble or crazing paint...but for this one glorious moment. it is 

perrect. As perfect as I made it..:· 

Adam and Evel.yn: Adam and Evelyn are symbolic of the Biblical 

fi rst couple, Adam and Eve. Li_ke Adam and Eve. the woman 

deceives the man. Eve is the fu·st to eat the forbidden fruit in the 

Garden of Eden much like Evelyn is the first to cross U1e rope in the 

museum to deface the sculpture. 

Jenny: Jenny is symbolic of the forbidden fru it. Not only did Adam 

miss his chance with Jfe1my when they first met but she is now 

engaged to his best fri end. 

Adam's Corduroy Jacket: Adam's jacket is symbol ic of /\dam's life 

before Evelyn. For this reason Philip gets very upset when the 

jacket is tossed aside without a thought. Philip is part o r Adam 's 

old life and fears be too will be thoughtlessly tossed aside in the 

same way. 

D. Themes 

Art Censorship 

Society's obsession with the SLUface 

Artistic Responsibility (for ilie creation) 

Self-Love and Acceptance 

Mora li ty in Cosmetic Surgery 
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r 
Deception in the name of Art 

Love vs. Friendship 

U nfai thfu I ness 

Freedom of Expression (at the cost to another person) 

VI. Events 

A. Initial Event: Evelyn, an mt student, is on the brink of defacing a statue in a 

local museum when Adam, the security guard, intervenes resulling in their 

meeling and Adam ask ing Evelyn out. 

B. Inciting lncident: The inciling incident is that Evelyn has a very vocal con.flict 

with Philip, Adam·s best friend, resuJting in tension and distance between 

Adam and Philip. 

C. Central Event: Evelyn' s thesis presentation. during which she reveals Lhat her 

relationship with Adam has been a facade. She admits she never bad feelings 

for him but instead used him as her thesis pr~ject. 

D .Main Event: The main event is Adam's realization that be has sacrificed 

everything for a relationship Lhat never existed in reality. 

Vl l. Tempo 

A. Play 

Scene I: Museum: This scene starts at a five. even keeled. as Adam and 

Evelyn arc meeting for tbe first time. lt then bumps to a s ix when Adam realizes 

Evelyn is going to deface the statue and she is not backing down. The scene 

finishes off at a six when Evelyn spray pai_nts her phone number on Adam's 

j acket. 
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Scene 2: Restaurant Lobby: This scene starts at a five, Adam and Evelyn are 

just chatting as they await Phjlip and Jenny. It then bumps to a six by Philips and 

Jenny's presence as they aJI introduce themselves and linisbes off al a six with 

Philip and Jenny noticing the changes in A.dam. 

Scene 3: Philip's Living Room: This scene starts at a seven as Philip is 

explaining the underwater wedding to Adam and Evelyn but slows to a five when 

it's said that Philip took Jenny from Adam. From that point the tempo slowly 

rises to a seven as Eve I yn and Pb i Ii p begiJ1 to argue. then 10 an eigbt/n i ne as Lhe 

argument continues and the scene stops abruptly. 

Scene 4: Bedroom: This scene is a slow and steady four as it takes place with 

Adam and Evelyn in bed, but does spike to a quick six when Adam brings up 

Evelyn and Philip's prior argument, then returns to Lhe fom. 

Scene 5: Park: This scene is again starting at a live but slows to a four when 

Jenny brings up Philip 's possible infidelity. It picks up to a six/seven as Adam 

begins to "come clean" to Jenny and Jenny tells Adam how much he's changed 

for the better. Lt stays at a six for Adam and Jenny's kiss aod trails to a fi ve as 

they go off together. 

Scene 6: Doctor's Lounge: This scene alternates from a live to a seven 

throughout as Adam goes from being calm to slightly nervous about the surgery. 

Evelyn uses different tactics to soothe him, including sex in the men's room 

which ends the scene at a six. 

Scene 7: Lawn/ Park: Thjs scene begins al a six when Adam and Philip meet 

and Philip is grilling Adam about his nose bandage. It bumps to a seven as Philip 
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tel ls Ad,m1 he ran into Evelyn and she told him about a "procedure·' that Adam 

had done. It continues at a seven when Philip tells Adam he knows about hi s kiss 

wi th Jenny and heightens to an eight as Phil ip talks about all of Adam changes 

including his new nai ls and jacket. T he scene ends abruptly at an eight. 

Scene 8: Coffee Shop: This scene stays at a very controlled five until towards 

tbe end when Jenny comes back to the table to apologize lo Evelyn then it jumps 

to a seven. lt stays at the seven unti l Evelyn's speech about what she deserves to 

know. Then it drops back to a controlled five where it s lows to a tluee as Evelyn 

asks Adam to give up his friends and he agrees. 

Scene 9: Audi torium: This scene starts at a four as Philip and Adam see each 

other for the first time in a few weeks and Philip confronts him about Adam 

avoiding him. It continues at a four until Evelyn starts her presentation and it 

jumps to a controlled six where it stays until the last paragraph of Evelyn's 

monologue where the temp s lows to a fotu- as Evelyn says she has no remorse fo r 

what she has done. 

Scene 10: Exhibition Gallery: The scene starts at a four with Adam and Evelyn 

trying to talk witho ut being awkward. Tben it j umps to a qu ick s ix in the middle 

or page 124 when Adam statts to get angry. As the conversation continues the 

tempo grows to an eight and drops to a five when Evelyn offers to return all of 

Adam's things after she is graded. With Adam's speech o n art it jumps to a quick 

seven and then drops to a five for the duration of the scene until the end. 
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B. Characters 

/\dam: Adam's i1mer tempo is almost a mirror of Jenny. He is consistently at 

a five, but under the stress of confrontation his tempo will increase to a six or 

seven. f or example, when he kisses Jenny and then Evelyn finds out. His tempo 

also changes at the innuence of Evelyn. When Evelyn is in a confrontation with 

Jenny at the coflee shop, she (Evelyn) is abl.e to keep the tempo at a very 

controlled five which Adam fo llows. Then on l11e opposite end when Adam is in 

bed with Evelyn his tempo fa ll s to a four at her lead. 

Evelyn: Evelyn·s inner tempo runs at a median five. It will increase to a six or 

seven in conflict such as the confrontation with Jenny or Philip but it is aJways a 

very controlled increase. Evelyn's tempo is very controlled whether increasing, 

or decreasing to a four such as the bedroom scene with Adam. 

Philip: Philip's inner tempo bounces between a six and a seven. A few ti mes 

ltke when he is interrogating Adam about bis nose job and his kiss with Jenny it 

run more at a seven. He even gets up to an eight when he has hjs confrontation 

with Evelyn and the defacing of the statue. 

Jenny: Jenny's inner tempo is almost consistently a five. She is very even

keeled and level-headed which is a contrast to her counter part. Phi lip. Jenny' s 

tempo does increase to a six when she has the kiss wi th Adam and then later to a 

seven when Evelyn fi nd out about the ki.ss and confronts her at the coffee shop. 

VrrJ. Mood 

Scene 1: MuseLm1: vast. empty, hushed, reserved, and suffocating 

Scene 2: Restaurant Lobby: anxious, apprehensive, rigid, prickly and shallow 
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Scene 3: Living Room: bustling, qui1·ky, awkward, hostile and exposed 

Scene 4: Bedroom: wann. protected, secure, orange and green 

Scene 5: Park: pink, enthusiastic, twitter-pated, flattered and soft 

Scene 6: Doctor"s Lounge: white. bland. s tark, steri le, suggestive and titillating 

Scene 7: Lawn: sarcastic, yel low, reckless, smug, deceptive and reconciled 

Scene 8: Coffee Shop: bitter, stingy, sweet. accusatory. ho llow and blue 

Scene 9: Auditorium: abandoned, a lone, detached. depicted and lavender 

Scene l 0: Exhibition Gallery: angry, abandoned, carefree, bewildered, red 
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APPENDIX C 

Production Research 

Production Proposal 

Tille: The Shape of Things 

Playwright: NeiJ LaBute 

Rights/Royalties Est. Cost: $520 

Rights/Roya lties Company: Broadway Play Publishing, inc 

Director/Designer: Lyndsay Somers Hicks/Barbara ·'Pippin" McGowan 

Production Level Requested: Level ill 

Categorv: Contemporary Drama 

Casting Requirements: 1 male lead; I female lead; 1 male supporting; 1 female 

supporting 

Total: 2 males; 2 females 

Special Casting Considerations: Evelyn needs to be a very natural looking 

woman, no cosmetic surgery, colored hair, fake nails, fake tan, etc. 

Production Requirements: 

Historic/Time Period: Fall, 2001 

My approach: Fal l. 2004 

Pertaining lo the set and props requirements, 1 am taking a n,jnimalistic, 

but not simpljstic. approach. The set will be multilevel with a thrust stage. 
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envision giving my actors mult iple playing areas as well as doubling those 

playing areas for set pieces. e.g .. the step to another playing area doubl ing as the 

headboard to a bed in a later scene. I would like the stage to be painted black so 

that any color will (a) be from a costume or set piece and (b) pop. Props will be 

just the same. very minimal. Ideally J'd like to double up on props as much as 

possible and keep set dressing very basic. just enough to identify where the scene 

is taking place. e.g. , swings for the park scene. 

Costumes are going to fo llow in the same minimalistic style. Each 

character wi ll have a ·'foundation costume." a base costume that wi ll be worn 

during the entire show. e.g .. jeans and a white T-shirt; and as scenes changes a 

costume piece will be added or subtracted depending on said scene. Make up will 

be simple and natural fonhe females. The males may have powder just lo protect 

their faces against the shine of the lights; anything more than this wil l be 

distracting to the audience iJ1 such an intimate space. 

For the lighting requirements, I am going with a two tone scenario. I'd 

like rich. warm lighting tones for the scenes that are between Adam and Jenny; 

colder. stark Lones for interactions between the other characters. I do want the 

tones to be very di fferent. however. I would like them to be subtle. j ust enough for 

an unconscious shift but not to be an audience distract ion. Adam· s relationship 

with Evelyn wi ll start in the warm lighting tones and slowly get cooler, but j ust 

Lhe opposite with Adam and Jenny's relationship. I would like Adam/Jenny's 

lighting tones to start cool and get warmer. I would also like the usage or gobos 
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when necessary to give definition to UJe setting of a scene, e.g., a window gobo 

for the interior of an apartment. 

Sound requirements wiJI a lso be minimalistic and subtle, used only to 

further de fine the setting of a scene, e.g., birds chirping in the park. I aru boping 

tbat the fluidity of the scene changes will be so that music is not required. 

However, i r that is not the case the use of opera music for scene changes could be 

a possibility. 

Other Considerations: 

Other considerations fo r U1is production are projections. In place of a 

backdrop o r back wall I would like to have three g iant hanging proj ection screens. 

T he centered screen will be display ing projections U1rougbout the production that 

further define the scene setting, e .g., a large exhibit room for the opening museum 

scene. T he proj ection screens on either side are goi_ng to display trees. 

Throughout the production the trees arc going to grow and bloom, tbis reasoning 

is two fo ld. rirs t the trees are supporting the underlying theme of persona l 

growth and change and second to show Lhe passage of t ime and seasons. 

My design concept for thi s show is minimalism with a bit of nai r. The set. 

props, and sound are all nli11ima list ic so that the projections and lighting will be 

the nair. My vision for this production is focused on the various contrasting 

relationshi ps and the ir development Lhroughout the scri pt; the warmth o[ Adam 

and Jenny' s relationship versus the faux warmU1 of Adam·s re lationship with 

Evelyn and Jenny' s relationship with Philip. To do tliis l will be using lighting 
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but also stag ing, character development and possibly light music. Most 

importantly the transitions need to be subtle, the a udience will only notice 

subconsciously. 

4 Rehearsal Weeks Requested; Placement: Fall 

Research Plan 

GOALS 

The goal of this research project it to better understand the subject matter 

involved in the script that I am proposing to direct. I am proposing Neil La Bute' s 

The Shape of Things, which has multip le. complex themes throughout the script, 

but also ho lds an opportunity to deve lop three dimensiona l characters and 

simplistic but astute design ideas. 

The required length of my project is undetermined. Il wi ll be as long as 

needed to exhaustively research my subject matter and to fully grasp the 

understanding needed to produce an exceJJent perfo rmance. 

The content of m y research wil l incl ude, but no t Limited to, the themes that 

are both fundamental and secondary throughout the script; themes such as art 

censorship, artistic responsibi li ty, relig ion in art. female manipulation, sexual 

experimentation, the mora lity (or lack thereot) of cosmelic surgery, isolation and 

age o ld heartbreak. It wi ll address the rel ig ious COlll)Otations and the playwright's 

influences that are apparent throughout the script. My research will also probe 

into the biographicaJ info rmation of Nei l LaBute. His ch ildhood and the break up 

of his fan1ily influenced the development of the two main characters, Adam a nd 
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Evelyn. His years in the Mormon Church influenced his (forced) decision to stop 

writing Mormon characters and to focus llis writings in a different direction. 

SOURCES 

The subject matter that Tam researching has been comprehensively 

reseaJched before by other writers, artists, aclors and even directors. I was able to 

find an extensive amount of research on Neil LaBute the man, his works, and the 

thematic symbolism in his other plays and including Shape. 

1 bave not yet come across any holes that my research could fi 11 but 

instead my subject matter is open to interpretation. So many of the themes aJe 

opinion based, for example, is an artist responsible for their creation and then the 

after effect on said creation or the in.fluences it causes around it. I can research 

how others feel or find unbiased infom1ation from all points of view but in the 

end my performance will display my feels and opinions on the subject. 

As a visual learner I am finding that YouTube has been very beneficial. I 

have researched several interviews with Neil LaBute, watched a lecture on the 

development of his works and characters and even was able to witness a 

rhinoplasty. However, on the topics of art censorship, religion in art, and the 

morality (or lack thereof) of cosmetic surgery T have found a multitude of 

information both virtually and in hard copy. Much of the basic laws and rulings 

have been in hard copy but case files and more current, relevant information have 

been found onlinc through podcasts or web ru'licles. 
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OUTLINE ORGANLZA TION 

For my research I needed a university library which not only gave me 

access to the books within but lo the onJine databases; l also needed a computer 

for podcasts, onl ine articles, YouTube access and virtual stickers and bookmarks. 

Since I am also a hands-on learner I needed bjghlighters. Post-its (in six dilforent 

colors). markers. a pen and a pencil (to use on the books 1 need to return). 

My research wiJI be completed when I have sufficient i_nfonnation from all 

points of view for all crucial themes as well as the background information of 

LaBute. 

My sources are all amalgamated. I am using the bulk of my hard copies 

for the art and religion themes; I find these themes are intermixed in the majority 

of the research. Whereas U1e podcasts, on line interviews and .lectures are mainly 

LaBute's background.; the YouTube rhinoplasty procedure was very informative 

and naturally important research relating to U1e cosmetic surgery that har,pens 

within the script. 

EXPECTED OUTCOME 

I anticipate my research and project coming together quite nicely. The 

only di_fficult ies I foresee is streamlining the information and choosing the most 

important facts and figures. Once l expanded my thematic search the information 

was endless. It' s j ust a mat1er of taking the time to sift through all jnfonnat ion 

and choose what is pert inent and what can be organized as secondary information. 

The plan is to set as ide daily time to search lhrough the abundance of iniormaLion, 
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this way 1 won' t get bllrnl out or frustrated. I wi ll allow plenty of time 

beforehand so that 1, as the researcher. wi ll approach the information in an 

organized manor with fresh thought and ideas. 
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Play Review Distillation 

I. The Shape of Things 

2. A. Premiere Production: 

1. Opened: May 30, 2001, Closed: Jun 23, 2001 

11. Almeida at King's Cros . London. England 

111. Director: Neil LaBute: et Design: Giles Cadle; Costume Design: 

Lynelle Meyer: Sound Design: Fergus O'l lare; Lighting Design: 

Mark I lendcrson 

,v. Gretchen Mol (Jenn~). Paul Rudd (Adam). Rachel Weisz (Evelyn), 

Frederick Weller (Philip) 

v. La Bute was nominated for the 200 I London Evening Standard 

Theatre Award for Best Play for "The Shape of Things" 

B. Professional Production: 

1. Opened: May 17. 2004. Closed: June 12, 2004 

11. cw Ambas adors Theatre. London, England WC2 

111. Director: Julian Webber; Set Designer: Simon I lighlcll: Costume 
Design: Lynelle Meyer: Sound Designer: Richard Price; Lighting 
Designer: Adam Silverman 

". Alicia Witt (Evelyn). Enzo Cilenti (Adam). Sienna Gillory (Jenny) 
James Murray (Philip) 

v1. None 
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C. Professional Production: 

1. Opened: October 10. 200 1. Closed: January 6. 2002 

ii. Promenade Theatre, 2 162 Broadway (al 76111 Street) New York, 

New York 

ii i. Director: Nei l LaButc; Set Designer: Giles Cadle: Costume 

Design: Lynelle Meyer: Sound Designer: Fergus O'Hare: Lighti11g 

Designer: James Vermeulen 

1v. Gretchen Mo! (Jenny). Paul Rudd (Adam). Rachel Weisz (Evelyn). 

Frederick Weller (Philip) 

v1. The Lorlels - 2002 - Outstanding f-eatured Actor: Frederick Weller 

The Lortels - 2002 - Outstanding Featured Actress: Gretchen Mol 

Theatre World Awards - 2002 - Performance: Grelcben Mot 

Drama Desk Awards - 2001 - Outstanding Play: Neil LaButc 

3. Premiere Performance (Almeida Theatre. London): 

Michael Billington. The Guardian May 3 1. 200 I 

Bill ington asks the questions. what is art and does creation carry 

with it any moral responsibi lities? l.abute addresses these topics in his 

production Shape. Billings goes on say that the twist appears three-fourths 

of the way through the production which he found lo be disconcerting. 
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Billington compares Shape to PygmaJion, stating Lhat Shaw weaved his 

moral overtones throughout the story where La Bute saves it all till the end 

for a preverbal s lap in the face. In the end the audience sees the big 

picture, as a society we are obsessed with the surface. Billington states 

that, " too much of La Bute's play feels as i f be is vampi11g till he gets to the 

climax" . Bi llington enjoyed _performances by three of the characters, and 

thought there could be improvement in Rudd' s performance. The scene 

changes were too long fo r the simplic ity of Cadle's set. 

Professional Production (Promenade Theatre, Off Broadway): 

Elyse Sommer, Curtain Up, October I I, 200 I 

LaBute' s The Shape of Things trnnsitioned beautifully from 

London to New York. with the same actors. All four were amazing with 

an exceptional performance by Paul Rudd. Weisz' s costumes are also 

quite memorable. Moland Weller are wonderful support to the majn 

characters as they; too. blur ilie lines between control and art. Cadle' s set 

worked very well in the Promenade T heatre. however. the Smashing 

PumpkiJ1S scene change music was loud and overbearing. The plot 

revolves around Evelyn·s thesis as an art student and if you· re paying 

c lose attention the end ing won ' t come as a surprise but a slow build to 

climax. AlU10ugh Sommer does not consider Shape Lo be an " earth

sbattering thought provoker" she does go on to say that it is well acted , 
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staged and finely written. It takes your mind off of the earth-shattering 

thoughts or the day and a Uows escape for a few hours. 

Professional Production (New Ambassadors Theatre, London) 

Philip Fisher, The British Theatre Guide 

American director Julian We bber has revived LaBute' s Shape wilh 

a new cast and production team. Alic ia Witt s tars as the college art 

student, Evelyn, who seduces nerdy Adam played by Enzo C ilenti. James 

Murray and Sienna Guillory portray PhilJip and Jenny, Adam' s best 

friends who in this version are a bit dull, boring and wall-flowerish. 

Witt 's performance as the sweet girl-next-door is to her credit. However. 

unlike her predecessor. Rachel Weisz, Witt is not as grippiug or 

convincingly nasty in the final lecture scene. Cilenti's Adam is 

appropriately good looking but his reaction to Evelyn 's ·' reveal" in the 

final scene is way understated and d isappointing. At some points Murray 

and Guillory seem uncomfortable onstage and even a little bo red. Unless 

you are just itching fo r a night on the town it may be more pleasing to just 

stay home and watch Lbe movie. 

C. Compare and Contrast 

In a ll three reviews the reviewers credit LaBute as being a 

talented playwright both with this script and w ith previous scripts. 

However, Billington thought this particular script was stalling for time to 

get to the ending climax. Sommer enjoyed the script but didn' t real ly 
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think it was anything special or "earth-shattering" as she worded it. Both 

Billington and Sommer enjoyed the performances by the original cast, but 

Billington thought Paul Rudd could use some improvement whereas 

Sommer s ingled llim out as being exceptional. Sommer thought that 

Evelyn had great costumes but neither B illington nor Fisher comment on 

them. Billington and Sommer thought the set worked well but the scene 

changes were u1rnerving: Billington with the long pauses and Sommer 

with the loud Smashing Pumpkin's music. Then there is Philip Fisher 

who reviewed the revival and was less than impressed by Lbe revival cast. 

He went on to agree with the other two reviewers that Rachel Weisz was 

very be lievable as Evelyn. Fisher a lso never comments on the set or if the 

scene changes were excessively lo ng or Lhe music selection. F isher's main 

focus was the perfo rmances or lack thereof. 

D. Michael Billington of The Guardian thought the premiere of Shape 

was too much bui ld up for not much pay off. The set was appropriately 

s imple but the scene changes were drawn oul. He enjoyed the actor's 

portrayal but thought Rudd needed another lesson o r two. Elyse Sommer 

of Curtain Up, an online theatre review, seemed to think Rudd's 

perfo rmance was exceptional, but again LaBute's material didn' t blow her 

away. Sommer agreed with Billington slow bui ld up to c limax . .ln her 

opinion U,e scene change music took away from the experience ins tead o f 

adding to it. Phil ip Fisher from The British Theatre Guide, reviewed the 

rev ival c lajming that it fell sbort. The actors looked bored and Alicia Witt 
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was less than convincing as Evelyn. He even went as far as to suggest 

renting the movie instead of going to the live revival. Bottom-line, the 

original cast has large shoes to fil I. 
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D. 1 

APPENDIX D 

Production Poster and Cast Lisi 

D.2 

The Shape of Things 
Cast List 

Kelsey Amann ............................................................ :Evelyn 

Cassie Ballard ........ .. ..................................................... Jenny 

Josh Wolk .. ........ ........................ ................................. Philip 

Billy Walkenhorst. ............. .... .................................. .... Adam 
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J . Scheidegger Center 
Lindenwood University 
Emerson Black Box Theater 

111e Shape of Things 
August 31, 2012 

Tech Schedule 

Here is the current tech schedule for the production of The Shape of Things. 
Please distribute this to all members of your department. 
Please make sure you adjust your call times to provide for the necessary setting and striking of 
equipment, sweeping and mopping the stage floor, setting props and costumes, dimmer check, 
etc. 

Friday, 
September 14 

Saturday, 
September 15 

Sunday, 
September 16 
Monday, 
September 17 

Tuesday, 
September 18 

Wednesday, 
September 19 

Thursday, 
September 20 

6:30pm 

7:00pm 

10:00pm 

12:30pm 

1:00pm 

6:00pm 

7:00pm 

10:00pm 

6:30pm 

7:00pm 

10:00pm 

6:30pm 

7:00pm 

10:00pm 

7:00pm 

10:00pm 

Half Hour Call 

Cuc lo Cue - GO 

Tech Notes 

Half Hour Call 

Finish Cue to Cue - GO 

Dinner Break 

Run of Show - GO 

Tech Notes 

OFF 

Half Hour Call 

First Dress Run - GO 

Notes 

Half Hour Call 

Run of Show - GO (Photo day for Designers) 

Notes 

Half Hour Call 

lnvited Dress (Video Taping of Show) 

Notes 

Opening Night 

G.2 

Document by J. Koehnle Page 1 of 1 
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APPENDIX II 

P roduction Photos 

Scene One: Evelyn crossing lhe ropes in the Art Museum 

Evelyn spray painting Adam·s jacket in lhe Art Museum 
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Scene Two: Adam. Evelyn. Jenny and Phi lip in a Bar Lounge 

H.3 

Adam and Evelyn leaving the Bar Lounge 

H.4 
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Scene Three: Adam, Evelyn, Philip and Jenny at Philip' s House 

H.5 

H.6 
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Scene Four: Adam and Evelyn in Adam's Bedroom 

H.7 

Scene Five: Adam and Jenny talking by the Pond 

H.8 
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Adam and Jenny kissing at the Pond 

H.9 

Scene Six: Adan, and Evelyn sitting in the Plastic Surgeon's Office 

H.10 

L35 



Adam displaying his "EAT" tattoo for Evelyn 

Scene Seven: Adam and PhiJip"s lunch in the Park after Adam·s rhinoplasty 

11.1 2 
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Philip confronts Adam aboul bis new jacket and life changes 

H.13 

Scene Eight: Adam walks up on Evelyn and Jenny in the Coffee Shop 

H.14 
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.. 
Jenny telling Adam and Evelyn that she is a good person in her monologue 

H.1.5 

Scene Nine: Pre- Presentation Stage 

H.16 
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Adam and Philip' s Pre-Presentation Run ln 

Evelyn Present ing her Thesis Project 

H.1 8 
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Scene Ten: Adam confronts Evelyn 

H.19 

H.20 
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A.dam reflects on his loss 

H.2 1 

Post Production Bows 

H.22 
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APPENDIX I 

Design Meeting/Research lmages 

images of isolation. loneliness, desperation: the re lationships between Adam and Evelyn 

towards the end of the script. Adam and Philip 

I. I 1.2 

1.3 1.4 
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Images of warmth, safety. comfort-relationship between Adam and Jenny towards the 

end of the script 
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Artistic Edge: Evelyn Imagery 

1.9 
Examples of flower designs fo r projections: 
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Various selections of the human form , both whole body and specific body parts: 

l.14 

!L 

1.16 
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Images of I.ass and inapt. Adam· s feelings about himself: 

1.18 

.19 1.20 
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The Tree of Good and Evil or The Tree of Knowledge: 

1.2 1 J.22 

1.23 1.24 
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Window Gobo Examples: 

·~ . . -.. ---.. -. " ,nu ~,H, 
dl■lld 
~JIil~ 
\II■■, 
1111 - .... 

1.25 

Adam and Cvc with the Forbidden Fruit: 

1.26 

1.27 
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